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I read about them now—all 

those important people and 

Clara Ljemlkh here, Clara 

Lemlich there! What did I 

know about trade unionism? 

Audacity—that was all I 

had—audacity!

—Clara Lemlich in a 

1954 interview

K' ■

I-

THE EMERGENCE OF “INDUSTRIAL 

FEMINISM,” I909-I915

Between 1909 and 1915, women garment workers in 
northeastern and midwestern cities exploded in an 
unprecedented show of labor militancy. The first 
eruption came in New York City in November 1909. 
After an inflammatory speech by twenty-three-year- 
old Clara Lemlich, described by the press as a “phi
lippic in Yiddish,” between 20,000 and 40,000 young 
shirtwaist makers 'struck for better wages and work
ing conditions. The press quickly dubbed this fa
mous strike “the Uprising of the Twenty Thou
sand.” To understand the catalytic impact of this 
uprising—the largest women’s strike to that time— 
we must see it through the eyes of the “girl strikers” 
and of young women workers across the United 
States, who cheered their New York counterparts 
and organixed strikes of their own. Clara Lemlich 
told one journalist that the shirtwaist makers’ upris
ing had given young women factory workers “a new 
understanding of their relation to each other.” It was 
a moment of crystallization, the sign of a new inte
grated class and gender consciousness among US. 
working women.'

Flames from the volcanic 1909 uprising licked 
industrial cities from New York to Michigan. Within 
a matter of weeks, 15,000 women waistmakers in 
Philadelphia walked off their jobs. The spirit of mili
tancy soon touched the Midwest. In 1910, Chicago 
women led a strike of 41,000 men’s clothing makers. 
The following year, women workers and the wives 
of male workers played key roles in a bitter cloak- 
makers’ strike in Cleveland. Meanwhile, in Mus
catine, Iowa, young women button makers waged 
and won a long battle for union recognition. In 
191^, corset makers in Kalamazoo, Michigan, 
launched a campaign for better working conditions 
that polarized their city and won national press at
tention. In 1913, a strike of underwear and kimono
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makers swept up 3 5,000 young Brooklyn girls and women. Finally, in 1915, 
Chicago dressmakers capped this period of women’s labor militancy by win
ning recognition of their local union after years of struggle. They elected their 
organizer, Fannia Cohn, as the first woman vice president of a major American 
labor union.^

Cohn, Rose Schneiderman, Pauline Newman, and Clara Lemlich were at 
the center of a storm that by 1919 had brought half of all women garment 
workers into trade unions. Individually and in tandem, the four women partici
pated in all of the major women’s strikes between 1909 and 1915, arguably the 
most intense period of women’s labor militancy in U.S. history. This wave of 
“uprisings” seemed to herald the birth of a working women’s movement on a 
scale never before seen. And it catapulted the four young women into posi
tions of leadership, forcing them, in conjunction with colleagues, to articulate 
a clearly defined set of goals for the new movement.^

Still young and uncertain, the four learned as they went. The 1909 shirtwaist 
strike would provide a quick lesson in the art of managing sustained mass 
protest. But at strike’s end their strategic expertise still outstripped their ability 
to articulate a coherent poKtical philosophy. In the passion and excitement of 
the years that followed, Schneiderman, Newman, Lemlich, and Cohn would 
begin to mature as political leaders and to forge a vision of political change 
that originated in their years on the shop floor. Pauline Newman would later 
describe this new brand of activism as politics of the 1909 vintage, fermented 
during a brief era of young women’s mass protest. That description expresses 
the importance of the 1909 strike as both symbol and catalyst for a new 
working women’s politics.

“Industrial feminism,” the phrase coined in 1915 by scholar Mildred Moore 
to describe working women’s militancy over the previous six years, evokes the 
same spirit but focuses more broadly. It simultaneously captures the interac
tion between women workers and feminist activists and recognizes the pro
found influence that the shop floor had on shaping working women’s political 
consciousness. Industrial feminism accurately depicts the contours of an 
emerging political movement that by decade’s end would propel the problems 
and concerns of industrial working women to the center of U.S. political 
discourse and make them players in the Socialist Party, the suffrage movement, 
and the politics of progressive reform.'^

Industrial feminism was not a carefully delineated code of political thought. 
It was a vision of change forged in an atmosphere of crisis and awakening, as 
women workers in one city after another “laid down their scissors, shook the 
threads off their clothes and calmly left the place that stood between them and 
starvation.” These were the words of former cloakmaker, journalist, and
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Socialist Party activist Theresa Malkiel, a partisan chronicler of women’s labor 
militancy. Once an organizer, later a mentor for Newman, Lemlich, and 
Schneiderman, Malkiel told readers of the New York Gz//that they should not 
be surprised by the seemingly sudden explosion of young women worker’s 
discontent. As hard as they might find it to take seriously the notion of a “girl’s 
strike, she warned them, this was no outburst of female hysteria. “It was 
not... a woman’s fancy that drove them to it,” she wrote, “but an eruption of a 
long smoldering volcano, an overflow of suffering, abuse and exhaustion.”^

Common sense, Pauline Newman would later say, dictated the most imme
diate goals of industrial feminists in the era of women’s strikes. Given the dire 
realities of garment workers’ lives, the first order of business had to be to 
improve their wages, hours, and working conditions. Toward that end the “girl 
strikers of 1909—15 followed the most basic tenets of unionism. They orga
nized, struck, and negotiated through their labor unions. But the “long- 
smoldering volcano” that Malkiel cautioned her readers to heed had been 
stirred to life by more than dissatisfaction over low wages and poor condi
tions.

The nascent political philosophy that began to take shape after the 1909 
strike was more complex than the bread-and-butter unionism of afl president 
Samuel Gompers. Why, young working women reasoned, should unions only 
negotiate hours and wages? They wanted to build unions that would also offer 
workers educational and cultural activities, health care, and maybe even a 
chance to leave the city and enjoy the open countryside.

Such ambitious goals derived largely from the personal experiences of 
industrial feminist leaders like Cohn, Schneiderman, Lemlich, and Newman. 
Political activism had enriched the four young women’s lives, exposing them to 
more interesting people than they would have met had they stayed on the shop 
floor: writers, artists, professors, people with ideas. Through politics they had 
found their voices and a forum in which to raise them. The personal excite
ment and satisfaction they found in activism in turn shaped the evolution of 
their political vision: they wanted to create institutions that would provide 
some of the same satisfactions to any working woman who joined.

But alone, working women had none of the political or economic clout 
needed to open up such doors of opportumty. To build a successful move
ment, the four knew that they would have to win the support of more power
ful allies. So they learned to build coalitions. From the time they left the shop 
floor until the end of their careers, they operated within a tense nexus of union 
men, progressive middle- and upper-class women, and the working women 
they sought to organize. These alliances shifted continuously, requiring the 
four women to perform a draining and politically hazardous balancing act. But
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each core group contributed an important dimension to the political educa
tion of the four organizers.

With their male counterparts and older women in the labor movement, they 
shared a class solidarity that would always remain at the heart of their politics. 
That commitment was strengthened in the 1910s, when three of the four 
worked for the ilgwu as general organizers. Traveling around the country, 
they met coal miners, loggers, and railroad workers who shared both their 
experiences of exploitation as laborers and their exhilaration in the economic 
and political strength that trade unions gave them.

From the middle- and upper-class women who joined them on the picket 
lines and lent them both financial and strategic support, they learned that trade 
union activism was not the only way to fight for improved work conditions. 
These allies would expose Newman, Cohn, Schneiderman, and Lemlich to a 
world of power and political influence, encouraging them to believe that 
through suffrage and lobbying, government could be put to work for their 
benefit.

Finally, as they began to think in terms of forging a national movement, they 
were forced to develop new techniques to reach women workers of different 
races, religions, and ethnicities. They learned from the women they sought to 
organize that just as women workers were best reached by women organizers, 
so Italian, Polish, and Hispanic immigrants and native-born black and white 
Protestant women were better reached by one of their own than by Jewish 
women steeped in the political culture of Eastern Europe and the Lower East 
Side. Though each of the four women had some success in bridging racial and 
ethnic divisions, they were forced to acknowledge their limitations. They 
could not do it all themselves; they had to nurture women shop-floor leaders 
from different backgrounds.

The work required to remain politically effective in this nexus of often- 
conflicting relationships yielded some real rewards, both strategically and 
personally. But sometimes the constant struggling wore on them. Conflicts 
and tensions were brought into sharp relief as the four exhausted themselves 
making speeches and giving pep talks to weary workers, when they themselves 
needed reassurance: although they had achieved recognition by the end of the 
1909 strike, Schneiderman, Cohn, Newman, and Lemlich were still poor, 
uneducated, and young. Newman was only eighteen years old when the strike 
began, and Lemlich twenty-three. Even the elders in the circle, Cohn and 
Schneiderman, were only twenty-five and twenty-eight, respectively.

Letters between Newman and Schneiderman from that era reveal their 
vulnerability to slights and criticisms by male union leaders and female re
formers. Life on “the battlefield,” as Newman referred to it, was lonely. At an
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age when other women were contemplating marriage and family, they spent 
their nights in smoky union halls or the cheap, dingy hotel rooms that unions 
rented for their organizers. They sometimes questioned their life choices, for 
the reality of union work was far less glamorous than it had seemed in their 
shop-floor days. Indeed, Newman would quit several times before decade’s 
end. Ultimately, though, their disillusionment did not drive the four women 
from the union movement. Instead, it fueled their desire to broaden the vision 
of U.S. trade unionism. When Schneiderman said “The working woman needs 
bread, but she needs roses, too,” she was speaking from personal experience.^

THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE I909 SHIRTWAIST UPRISING

On November 25,1909, New York City awoke to a general strike of shirtwaist 
makers, the largest strike by women workers the United States had ever seen.
Overnight, between 20,000 and 40,000 workers—most of them teenage girk_
silenced their sewing machines to protest the low wages, long hours, and 
dangerous working conditions. Though the magmtude of the strike amazed 
nearly everyone, including Schneiderman, Newman, Cohn, and Lemlich, the 
four knew that this was no spontaneous uprising: they had been organizing 
feverishly for almost three years and had noted a transformation in the work
ing women they talked to, a growing sense of collective identity matched by an 
increasing militancy.

The “shirtwaist uprising” of 1909-10 marked a turning point in American 
working women’s activism. The 1909 strike has been written about frequently 
enough that there is no need to recount it in detail here. Instead, this narrative 
explores the impact it had on the consciousness of participants. In the eyes of 
its leaders Clara Lemlich, MoUie Schepps, Pauline Newman, and Rosie 
Perr—the strike was a culmination as well as a beginning.

They had laid the groundwork through a series of smaller strikes and had 
trained fellow workers to expect and respond to the violent and divisive tactics 
used by bosses to break the strike. Certainly, in order to sustain the months- 
long strike, they needed the help of union men. Socialist Party women, the 
Women’s Trade Union League, and upper-class suffragists. Nevertheless, this 
was a genuine grassroots protest, sparked, defined, and led by working 
women. Shop-floor leaders, many still in their teens, were responsible both for 
the size of the strike and for the singular “spirit of the strikers.” They had 
inspired their aUies, not the reverse.^

Most accounts have focused on the complicated politics of the coalition 
that supported the strike. The strikers themselves have tended to recede into 
the background. If we foreground the strikers, the uprising takes on a different
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meaning. Seeing these young women as actors, rather than as acted upon, 
forces a rethinking of the dominant myths of Progressive Era politics. Work
ing women did not simply receive assistance from benevolent reformers and 
progressive legislators during this period. Through their collective action, they 
guided the hands and shaped the ideas of those who made public policy.

The young strikers also forced male labor leaders to reassess the role of 
women in the American labor movement. Most male unionists still clung to 
the view that women were difficult to organi2e and were only an ephemeral 
part of the workforce. But there were certain facts they couldn’t ignore. 
Between 1909 and 1919, half of all women workers in the garment industry 
would join unions. That was a remarkable percentage for workers in any 
industry and directly challenged the notion that women workers were unor- 
ganizable.®

The solidarity and competence of the young women strikers was a direct 
outgrowth of the shop-to-shop organizing that LemUch, Schneiderman, New
man, Cohn, and others had been doing since 1906. They had painstakingly 
cultivated leaders in hundreds of small shops. The result was a base of support 
so broad that many observers thought the strike seemed leaderless. Writing in 
the Progressives’ weekly magazine. Survey, Mary Brown Sumner noted, “These 
girls—few of them are over twenty years old—are under the domination of no 
individuals. Into the foreground of this great moving picture comes the figure 
of one girl after another as her services are needed. . . . Then she withdraws 
into the background to undertake quietly the danger and humiliation of picket 
duty or to become a nameless sandwich girl selling papers on the street, no 
longer the center of interested attention but the butt of the most unspeakable 
abuse.”® Years of preparation had created an infrastructure strong enough to 
withstand and counteract employers who did everything they could to divide 
the strikers: stirring up ethnic animosities, attacking the women’s virtue, and, 
when aU else failed, unleashing physical violence.

Attempts to divide workers by ethnic group had begun well before the 
general strike. In September 1909, wtul secretary Helen Marot reported that 
manufacturers had tried “to stir up race antagonism between the Jewish and
Italian girls__ The problem... seems to me the most pressing we have before
us in helping us deal with women workers in New York City.”'® Clara Lemlich 
complained that one strike she had been organizing was foiled when manage
ment “told the Italian girls that the Jewish girls were striking because they 
hated Italians and didn’t want to work with them. That was not true.” Lemlich 
had to work hard to convince workers in her shop that employers intentionally 
spread such rumors to keep them from unionizing.”

She must have succeeded, because in September 1909, Lemlich and her co
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workers at the Leiserson factory went out on strike. That same month, Pauline 
Newman and her co-workers at the Triangle Shirtwaist Factory walked off 
their jobs. The Triangle management hired prostitutes to infiltrate the picket 
lines in an attempt to sully the strikers’ reputations by association. When the 
prostitutes offered suggestions about more lucrative work the girls might 
engage in if they were dissatisfied with their wages, fights broke out and police 
quickly arrested the picketers.’^

Many women were beaten either by police or company guards. Clara Lem
lich was a frequent target of hired strongmen, both for leading workers out of 
the shop and for sustaining them on the picket line. “Clara was so badly hurt,” 
one sympathetic article on the strike reported, “that she was laid up for several 
days. This did not deter her; she went back to her post and, being a logical 
talker, straightforward and well fitted to gain the confidence of her comrades, 
she was able to add to the number of strikers.” Beatings and mass arrests 
strengthened the solidarity of the strikers but also worried national ilgwu 

leaders, who considered calling off the strikes.'^
But workers were unwilling to squander the momentum they’d gathered. 

Local 25, Lemlich’s union, pushed instead for a general strike in New York’s 
shirtwaist trade, arguing that women workers across the city would rally to 
support their colleagues at the Triangle and Leiserson shops. Local 2 5 asked 
ILGWU secretary John Dyche and afl president Samuel Gompers to approve 
the strike. Both resisted the idea, because general strikes were expensive and 
difficult to orchestrate, and they did not believe that inexperienced teenage 
girls could sustain one.''*

So, as they had many times over the past few years, the strikers mrned for 
support to the Women’s Trade Union League. At the urging of O’Reilly and 
Schneiderman, both Lemlich and Newman joined the League to drum up 
support for a general strike. But New York wtul president Mary Dreier 
cautioned them to go slowly. The strikers got an unlooked-for boost when 
Dreier was arrested on their picket line. An embarrassed judge quickly dis
missed all charges and apologized for the arrest. Wide press coverage of the 
incident heightened popular interest in the walkouts and in poHce brutaUty 
against the strikers. In this charged atmosphere, the ilgwu agreed to hold a 
general meeting at which Gompers and Dreier, among others, would speak. 
Elated, Schneiderman, O’ReiUy, Newman, Lemlich, and others distributed 
thousands of circulars in Yiddish, English, and ItaUan, caUing workers to the 
mass meeting at Cooper Union on November 22.'^

That evening, young women workers crowded into the Great Hall of the 
People in New York’s Cooper Union. On the platform were Samuel Gompers, 
Leonora O’Reilly, and Benjamin Feigenbaum of the Jewish Daily Forward. As
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Clara Lemlich later recalled, “Each one talked about the terrible conditions of 
the workers in the shops. But no one gave or made any practical or valid 
solution.” Just as Jacob Panken of the Socialist Party was beginning to speak, 
the impatient Lemlich shouted out: “I want to say a few words.” The New York 

Cj//described what happened next: “Cries came from aU over the hall. ‘Get up 
on the platform.’ Willing hands lifted the frail little girl with the flashing black 
eyes to the stage and she said simply: ‘I have listened to all the speakers. I 
would not have further patience for talk, as I am one of those who feels and 
suffers from the things picmred. I move that we go on a general strike.’ ” The 
room was rocked by cheers. Feigenbaum asked the assembled women and 
men if they would take the ancient Jewish oath: “If I forget thee oh Jerusalem, 
may my right hand wither, may my tongue forget its speech.” That Lemlich’s 
strike speech was delivered in Yiddish, and that most people in the room knew 
the Jewish oath and could substimte union for Jerusalem, dramatically illustrates 

^ how overwhelmingly Jewish this movement was and how closely linked Jewish 
imagery and their vision of unionism were.’^

The following morning, fifteen thousand waistmakers went on strike. Clara 
Lemlich spoke at fifteen union halls that day. Tens of thousands of young 
women would walk out in the weeks to come. The Socialist press was beside 
itself with glee. Four days after the general strike began, one reporter wrote:

If you go down to the East Side these cold November days, you may see 
excited groups of women and girls standing at the streetcorners, gathered in 
public squares and crowded in the doorways. Go to the haUs up and down 
Clinton and Forsythe streets and you will find similar groups multiplied till
the overflow blocks the traffic__ And these crowds keep no hours. Early in
the morning they are already at the streetcorners; late at night the flickering 
light of the lamppost reveals their animated faces. What is the reason of it 
all, you may ask? Why is every available hall in lower Manhattan crowded to 
its uttermost? A hundred voices answer in chorus: “It’s the strike of the 
forty thousand.”'^

The mythology of the waistmakers’ uprising, recorded in both contempo
rary newspaper articles and historical accounts, has Clara Lemlich as “a wisp 
of a girl, still in her teens,” rising up spontaneously to interrupt the cautious 
speeches of her labor movement elders. That characterization reinforced the 
stereotype, widely held within the union movement, that Jewish working girls 
were fabrente maydlakh (fiery girls) who lacked the cool heads and foresight 
needed for rational planning.

In truth, Clara Lemlich was twenty-three years old and had been working 
and organizing for eight years before that famous evening. Her discipline as an
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organizer and ability to channel her outrage into a vision of social change had 
already won her a reputation among fellow workers and Lower East Side 
unionists. It is Hkely that many sitting in the audience at Cooper Union that 
night knew exactly who was climbing up on the stage and had a pretty good 
idea of what she was going to say.'®

Pauline Newman was a famfliar figure as well. That year the ilgwu had 
made her its first woman general organizer. Known for her level head and 
detafl-oriented mind, Newman was trusted to run daily shop meetings and to 
arrange strike rallies. She also dispatched speakers to union and street-corner 
meetings, to press conferences, and to gatherings of affluent supporters. Clara 
Lemlich was her star speaker. The two became close friends and planned to 
spend a few days together in the country once the strike was over. That 
vacation would be a long time coming.

Day after day, Newman sent Lemlich from haU to hall to encourage the 
young women who had heeded her strike call. Making speeches until she lost 
her voice, Lemlich reported only good news, assuring hungry strikers that “if 
we stick together, and we are going to stick, we will win.” While Lemlich urged 
strikers to hold the Une, Newman visited the homes of wealthy women to stir 
up sympathy and donations for the waistmakers.'^

Despite their effectiveness, the strike was threatened by the escalation of 
poUce violence against the young women picketers. Two weeks after the strike * 
call, Schneiderman and Dreier led ten thousand young waistmakers on a 
march to city hall to demand that Mayor George McCleUan rein in the police. 
He promised an investigation but did little. One month into the strike, there 
had been 771 arrests, many made with undue force.

WTUL leaders decided to try a different tack. They called a mass meeting of 
all the young women who had been attacked by police. The press and wealthy 
supporters were invited. One after another, adolescent girls rose to the stage 
to tell their stones. There was an aggressiveness to their tone, a sense that they 
were entitled to better treatment, and an explicit awareness of their constitu
tional rights. Some wore banners that proclaimed in Yiddish, “We Are Not 
Slaves.” They spoke bitterly about being beaten but also expressed pride that 
the ferocity with which they were being physically assaulted was a measure of 
just how much they threatened employers and police.

MoUie Weingast told a cheering crowd that when an officer tried to arrest 
her, she informed him that she had a constitutional right to picket. Minnie 
Margolis demanded that a policeman protect her from physical attack by her 
boss. When he refused, she took down his badge and precinct numbers. It was, 
she told the audience, an officer’s job to protect her right to protest peacefully. 
Celie Newman, sixteen, said that poUce had manhandled her and dragged her
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into court, where her boss told a judge that she was an anarchist and should be 
deported. At another meeting earlier that week, seventeen-year-old Etta Ruth 
said that police had taunted her with lewd suggestions.^'

Implying that picketers were little better than streetwalkers, employers 
often resorted to sexual innuendos to discredit the strikers. “It is a question, 
whether it is worse to be a streetwalker or a scab,” one indignant striker 
responded tartly. Other women noted that starvation wages drove women into 
prostitution. The workers clearly resented the manner in which middle-class 
standards of acceptable feminine behavior were used to manipulate them even 
though they enjoyed none of the advantages of middle-class birth. Then as 
now, society offered a limited range of cultural images of working-class 
women. They were either “good” girls who listened docilely to fathers, em
ployers, and policemen, or “bad” women whose aggressive behavior made 
them akin to prostimtes. By walking on picket lines and going public with their 
demands, they’d forfeited their claims to femininity and respectability—and 
thus to protection.^^

Such women were shown little deference by police and company thugs, 
who attacked them with iron bars, sticks, and billy clubs. And they received 
little sympathy in court when they attempted to press charges. One young 
woman appeared in court with a broken nose, a bruised face, and a head 
swathed in bandages. Yet the judge dropped her assault charge against police. 
“You are on strike against God and nature,” one magistrate told a worker.^^ 
Only the League’s decision to invite college students and wealthy women onto 

* the picket lines ended the violence. Alva Belmont and Anne Morgan led a 
contingent of New York’s wealthiest women in what newspapers dubbed 
“mink brigades,” which patrolled the dirty sidewalks of the Lower East Side. 
Fearful of clubbing someone on the Social Register, police grew more re
strained.^"*

The socialites’ presence generated both money and press for the strikers. 
The move proved politically wise for the suffrage cause as well, because the 
constant proselytizing of suffrage zealot Alva Belmont, who often bailed 
strikers out of jail, got young workers talking about the vote. But rubbing 
elbows with the mink brigade did not blind workers to the class-determined 
limits of sisterhood. How far they were from the protected status of more 
affluent women was made abundantly clear by the violence they encountered 
at the hands of police and company guards and by the fact that the mink 
brigades were able to end police brutality simply by joining the picket lines. •

Encounters in court and with feminist allies speeded the growth of group 
consciousness. Telling their stories in court, to reporters, and to sympathetic 
audiences of college and society women, the strikers grew more confident of
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their speaking abilities and of their capacity to interpret their world. They 
became more aware of the distribution of power in the United States. And
finally, the violence directed against them intensified their bonds with one 
another.

For Schneiderman, Newman, and Lemlich, the 1909 shirtwaist uprising 
sped their maturation as organizers and political leaders. Fannia Cohn was not 
directly involved, but as she busily labored to organize the sweatshops in the 
underwear trade, she was energized and inspired by the strike. She would refer 
to It in her organizing and writing for the rest of her career. The strike breathed 
new life into a struggling immigrant labor movement and transformed the tiny 
iLGWu mto a umon of national significance. Still, it ended with mixed success 
for workers. Many won pay increases and union recognition; others did not. 
And the contracts hammered out by ilgwu negotiators left a devastating 
legacy, for without consulting the strikers, male union negotiators decided that 
safety conditions were less important than other issues. Their concessions 
would come back to haunt the entire labor movement two years later, when 
the Triangle Shirtwaist Factory burned.^^

THE INDUSTRIAL FEMINIST ALLIANCE, I910-I915

The shirtwaist uprising focused national attention on the problems of New 
York’s young women factory workers. But there were hundreds of thousands 
of women workers in other cities and in other trades who were still not 
umomzed. During the next five years. Rose Schneiderman, Clara Lemlich, and 
Fanma Cohn continued organizing in New York, while Pauline Newman took 
to the road as the woman organizer for the ilgwu. '

The problem of ethnic, reUgious, and racial difference surfaced quickly as 
the four began trying to organize women of varied backgrounds. Partly out of 
pragmatism, partly in response to the anti-Semitism they encountered from 
more affluent allies, the four came to espouse a form of cultural pluraUsm. 
Given the diversity of the American working class, if they were to be successful 
at building a unified movement of working women, they would have to 
sensitize themselves to a range of cultures.

Pauline Newman spent the next four years trying to learn how. The ilgwu 

gave Newman a tremendous territory to cover. With mechanization, mass 
immigration, and the emergence of a ready-to-wear clothing market, the 
garment industry had spread rapidly. By 1910, there were garment manufac
turing pockets in every major Eastern seaboard city and in population centers 
as far west as Iowa. Newman was on the road constantly, crisscrossing New 
England, Pennsylvania, and the Midwest. The wtul and the Socialist Party
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asked her to speak to a variety of workers while she was on the road; as a result, 
she visited not only the inner-city slums where most garment shops were 
located but also gritty, gray steel towns and bleak, freezing coal-mimng camps. 
She worked with native-born Protestant women, Slavic, Insh, Polish, and 
Italian women, and Eastern European Jews. She had no real home for four 
years; she lived instead in hotel rooms and boardinghouses from Philadelphia 
to Boston to Cleveland to Chicago to St. Louis to Kalamazoo.^®

It was an incredible education. Newman would later Uken it to graduate 
school. (She had gotten her undergraduate degree, she liked to say, at the 
Triangle Shirtwaist Factory.) She chronicled her travels in articles for the 
SociaHst press. These published pieces were mostly triumphal polemics Uoniz- 
ing the women workers, whom she called “labor’s unknown soldiers. But in 
letters to friends, Newman confided dramatic mood swings from exhilaration 
to deep depression. The serious young woman’s sensitivity and emotionaUsm 
come through on every page. As uncertain about her sexuality as any young 
adult, she expressed deep confusions about her intense friendships with 
women and her unsuccessful romances with men. Her emotions were height
ened by the loneUness of being on the road for a total of four years, by her 
battles with male union officials and affluent women allies, and by frustration 
with women workers who seemed afraid to take any control.

StiU, she took pride in one talent that made her particularly useful to the 
union in its early days of expansion: her chameleonHke abiUty to appeal to 
men and women from widely varied class and ethnic backgrounds. Impressed 
by her fund-raising successes during the 1909 strike, ilgwu officials made 
Newman their unofficial Haison to women of the upper classes. “She was a 
great fund-raiser,” her grandson Michael Owen says, “which I’m sure is what 
brought her to everyone’s attention. She herself was amazed by it. She was 
invited into all these rich people’s Hving rooms and would give a talk about 
what was going on and they would give her a staggering amount of money. She 
obviously had a gift.” Her efforts to appear refined amused some ilgwu 

colleagues. “She even cultivated this almost British-sounding accent, said 
Leon Stein, former editor of the union’s magazine, “It was great to

listen to.”^^
Shortly after the strike, the union sent her to Boston to speak to wealthy 

women about the new union label campaign intended to pressure department 
stores to carry only union-made clothing. Dressed in the immigrant-bohemian 
style she had come to prefer—white shirt, tie, jacket, and skirt—Newman felt 
that she looked Uke the self-taught worker-radical she was. She knew she 
would stand out in a crowd of Boston Brahmins and was nervous about what 
she should say to church- and clubwomen. In the hope of bridging the chasms
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of class and ethnicity, she exchanged the shtetl and Old Testament imagery 
that dominated Lower East Side union rhetoric for parables from the New 
Testament. And she decided to pepper her speeches with allusions to Dickens, 
Tennyson, and Shelley. (Her shop-floor study groups and classes at the Social
ist Literary Society came in handy.) It worked. Many in her Boston audiences 
pledged to support the union label. Elated when one church group of three 
hundred women presented her with roses after a speech, Newman wrote to 
Schneiderman, “Am getting the women of churches now... by quoting Christ.
I have learned. Rose, learned a lot.”^®

Of necessity Newman became skilled at adapting her language to each new , 
locale and audience. In Boston, she tried to convince affluent Protestant 
women to buy only the union label. In Philadelphia, she assisted the immigrant 
Jewish and Italian waistmakers who, inspired by their New York sisters, were 
now waging their own bitterly contested strike. As much as her success with 
the Boston clubwomen exhilarated her, Newman always felt relieved to return 
to Philadelphia, where she took comfort in the company of the women 
workers.

Still, union work frustrated her. She felt undercut by the ilgwu’s male 
leaders, who showed little interest in organizing women workers. From the 
very start of the union, its male officers were caught in a bind. Though they 
subscribed to a vision of unionism very close to that of the afl—a muscular 
fraternity of skilled male workers—their power as a union depended on being 
able to organize an industry of unskilled women. So they grudgingly encour
aged outreach to women workers, but they consistently blocked attempts by 
female ilgwu members to exert influence over the union’s direction.

In the male world of union organizers she felt isolated and beleaguered by 
crude jokes and teasing. In 1910 she wrote to Schneiderman, “Rose, dear, if I 
ever had a spark of hope for our Jewish movement [by which she meant the 
garment unions], I lost it now.... They have no manners and no sense. I do not 
feel at home with them anymore.” Some of her colleagues were openly hostile; 
one accused her of being a publicity seeker for getting her picture in the paper. 
Needling from her boss, John Dyche, was sometimes affectionate, sometimes 
not. “Why do you wear a skirt?,” he teased her when they crossed paths on her 
travels. “Getting to be respectable, Paul?”^®

She craved the affection and emotional support of her New York friends. In 
the case of Rose Schneiderman, she seems to have wanted something more. 
After coming home from a date in October 191 o, she wrote, “Wanted you here 
last night on my birthday.... Oh but how I wanted you. All evening I kept on 
saying if only Rose were here.... He said ‘it must be Robert instead of Rose.’ 
Rose dear, you will have to come here__ I want you too much.” It is unclear to
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what degree Schneiderman reciprocated those feelings. In later letters, New
man noted feeling “blue from your silence,” and signed “yours, forever or 
never.” One letter definitely suggests some tension. “Our relations of the past 
(and if there is any on your part now) is sacred to me,” Newman wrote. “The 
reason why I don’t want to write to you at present is well known to you.” 
Whatever that reason was, it disappeared over time. The two women remained 
close friends for the rest of their lives.

Newman’s attachment to her women friends nearly broke her when, on 
March 25, 1911, a raging fire claimed the lives of 146 young workers at the 
supposedly fireproof Triangle Shirtwaist Factory. Newman had worked there 
for nearly seven years and knew many of the victims. In the days after the fire 
she sank into a deep depression, wondering aloud why aU the years of work 
and struggle had not prevented it. Schneiderman and Lemlich also lost friends 
in the fire. Frantic with fear, Lemlich joined the hundreds of New Yorkers who 
searched among the charred bodies for relatives. A newspaper reporter de
scribed her as convulsed by tears and hysterical laughter when she finished her 
gruesome task without finding a cousin who she feared was among the dead.^* 

The Triangle fire was both a personal loss and a bitter reminder of the 
urgency of their cause. It heightened their distrust of upper-class allies who 
preached sisterhood while counseling patience and moderation. Schneider
man wrote that she was “tired of resolutions being passed but never acted 
upon.” At a memorial held by heiress Anne Morgan in Carnegie Hall to raise 
funds for families of the victims, Schneiderman issued a famous challenge to 
sympathetic members of the upper class: ‘This is not the first time girls have 
been burned alive in the city. Every week I must learn of the untimely death of 
one of my sister workers.... There are so many of us for one job it matters 
litde if 146 of us are burned to death.... I can’t talk fellowship to you who are 
gathered here. Too much blood has been spilled. I know from experience it is 
up to the working people to save themselves.”^^

Newman read Schneiderman’s speech in Philadelphia and wrote to her,
“You really gave them hell, [and I] am glad of it___I wonder how Miss Morgan
felt after you got through.” But Newman was not able to channel her grief into 
action. She told Schneiderman that the fire had drained her of hope and 
energy and that she had submitted her resignation to the union. “I could not 
write, I could not do anything for the last two or three weeks,” she admitted. 
‘The Triangle tragedy had a terrible effect on me.”^^

Schneiderman urged Newman to stay on the job. In the wake of such a 
tragedy, she wrote, they had to redouble their efforts, ilgwu secretary John 
Dyche, with whom Newman batded incessantly, felt the same way. He refused 
to accept her resignation. Newman relented, but not with any real joy. She
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wrote Schneiderman with deep ambivalence and a touch of envy: “Remember 
Rose that no matter how much you are with the Jewish people, you are still 
more with the people of the League and that is a relief Many times I wish that I 
could shake the Jewish movement for at least a few years. But, ah that 
cannot leave them as long as they don’t want to accept my resignation.”^'' 

Newman’s bond with the immigrant Jewish Socialists, garment unionists, 
and self-taught intellectuals who made up the leadership of the ilgwu was 
powerful, scored as it was by conflict and pain. From early adolescence, Jewish 
Socialism had been a central part of her identity. She could not simply discard 
h- For this young woman with litde formal education and few family ties, the 
union had become both an intellectual home and a family. Besides, she knew 
that choosing the all-female world of the Women’s Trade Union League would 
not make her feel less conflicted. Schneiderman had her own struggle trying to 
find a comfortable place among the elite Christian women of the League.^^ 

The feeling of perennially walking a tightrope drained both women’s energy 
and frayed their nerves. Though expressed in the romantic language of early- 
twentieth-century women’s friendship, their craving for intimacy and under
standing grew out of the hard realities of radical immigrant women’s lives. 
Their choice to devote themselves to political activism had left them few safe 
spaces emotionally. As young single women, their friendships with men in the 
labor movement were complicated by a need to appear respectable and a sense 
that men didn’t respect them or their work. As immigrant working-class Jews, 
they found that opening themselves up to middle-class women was equally 
fraught with danger.

New York wtul secretary Helen Marot was a Socialist and someone New
man and Schneiderman considered a friend—until she stunned them both by 
announcing in early 1911 that “the time has come when the League must 
spend the greater part of its budget for orgamzation among American girls.” 
(By “American,” Marot and others meant native-born Protestants.) Marot 
acknowledged that Russian Jewish women had provided the impetus for the 
dramatic upsurge in women’s labor activism. Still, she said, Jews were too 
ideological, and their “difference in attitude and understanding was a heavy 
strain on the generosity of the American girls.” Marot claimed to admire the 
courage of Jewish women but argued that trade unionism would never gain a 
foothold among American-born women unless the oi^anizers were “Ameri
can men and women who understood their prejudices.”^®

Schneiderman and Newman knew well the heavy-handedness of some 
Jewish male union officials. But they did not attribute the men’s arrogance to 
their ethnic origins, nor did they think it fair for Marot to punish Jewish 
women workers for the sins of their brothers. Marot’s next statement on the
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subject to the executive board of the New York wtul left Utde doubt in their 
minds that prejudice, not concern for “American-born women,” was at the 
root of her decision. “We have reali2ed for several years,” she said, “that the 
Russian Jew had litde sense of administration and we have been used to 
ascribing their failures to their depending solely on their emotions and not on 
constructive work.”^^

For Schneiderman and Newman, Marot’s not-so-subtle stereotyping of 
Jewish immigrants was a painful betrayal. WTien Marot announced in the 
summer of 1911 that she would keep the League’s doors open to Jewish 
women on “a basis approved by American trade unionists,” Schneiderman 
took that as a direct attack on her work as the League’s chief organizer. She 
toyed with the idea of quitting, but she was in the middle of organizing women 
in the white goods and kimono trades. So she swallowed her anger and stayed 
on. But Newman never forgave Marot. More than half a century later she told 
an interviewer that her former friend was a cold woman who displayed neither 
affection nor emotion.^®

Clara Lemlich, who would soon have her own problems with middle- and 
upper-class supporters, somehow managed to stay out of this fight. Life had 
gotten a bit tricky for Lemlich. Blacklisted by the Shirt and Dress Manufac
turer’s Association for her role in the 1909 uprising, she’d been forced to use 
false names to get factory work. But she used her own name when addressing 
nightly union meetings; in the years after the 1909 strike, the name Clara 
Lemlich could draw a crowd. Lemlich’s Yiddish fire-and-brimstone style 
riveted women workers. Even Helen Marot was impressed. “The girls were 
listless and uninterested” until Clara got up to speak, Marot wrote. “[But] they 
listened intently to Miss Lemlich’s speech and were eager for our coopera- 
tion.”3’

Recognizing the need for more women organizers, Pauline Newman began 
to pull herself out the depression that followed the Triangle fire. A little bit of 
recognition from ilgwu secretary John Dyche helped enormously. In June of 
1911, when six thousand Cleveland cloakmakers struck, Dyche wrote New
man and, citing her past successes in organizing women, asked her to consider 
representing the union there. Pleased that ilgwu higher-ups seemed finally to 
be acknowledging her work, Newman agreed. “They are beginning to realize 
that women can do more effective work than men,” she wrote Schneiderman 
from Cleveland, “especially where girls are concerned.”'*®

The Cleveland strike forced Newman to use all her skill at reaching out to 
women of different backgrounds. Since the strikers were Jewish and Italian 
women, cloak manufacturers attempted to break the strike by farming out 
garment work to native-born women in Cleveland’s outlying areas. Newman
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was assigned the task of persuading these women to support the strike. Her 
success convinced her that ethnic divisions were not an insurmountable ob
stacle in unionizing working-class women.'**

In Cleveland, Newman tried her hand at community organizing for the first 
time since leading the 1907 Lower East Side rent strike. Her success affirmed 
her belief that workingmen’s wives and mothers could make an important 
contribution to the class struggle. In October 1911, Newman told the story in 
the WTUL magazine. Life and Labor. Workers’ wives and mothers, she wrote, 
went door to door building support for the strike. They ignored the threats of 
private police hired by manufacturers to patrol the neighborhood. According 
to Newman s account, guards shot one woman who disobeyed their orders not 
to enter a strikebreaker’s home. When another woman rushed to her aid, 
guards threatened to shoot her too. ‘You can shoot me if you want,” the 
woman said, “but I must pick up this woman!” While she was dragging her 
friend s body away, they shot her too. Newman did not reveal her emotions on 
having seen blood spilled up close. But the twenty-year-old must have been 
shaken. In a paean to the bravery of the strikers’ wives she wrote, “Never shall 
I forget the heroism of the women.”'*^

By lauding such women’s exploits in her articles, she hoped to move sympa
thetic readers to action and to forge links between progressive groups: Social- * 
ists, the women of the various wtul branches, union men and women. Weary
ing of union work, she began to feel that she might contribute as much to the 
class struggle as a writer. The final straw came when John Dyche sent a male 
organizer to join Newman in Cleveland and paid him a higher weekly wage. 
Newman decided the time had come to quit the ilgwu for a career as writer 
and freelance organizer. ‘You, Rose, know that the seven dollars does not 
bother me but there is a principle involved and for that I am ready to fight,” 
she wrote Schneiderman. “It was an insult and it hurts an awful lot.” Besides, 
Newman calculated, the union owed her a thousand dollars in back pay, 
approximately three times the annual salary of an average New York shop girl. 
Writing could hardly be less lucrative."*^

Needing some comfort and familiarity after two years on the road, New
man moved in with her sisters Fanny and Sarah in Chicago and contributed to 
the upkeep of their children. During the next few months she worked furi
ously on her writing, contributing articles to the New York Call, the Ladies’ 
Garment Worker, Progressive Woman, Life and Labor, the Chicago Daily Socialist, and 
the International Review. ]osefbine Conger Kaneko, editor of the Socialist Party 
magazine Progressive Woman, worked with Newman on her writing and encour
aged her literary aspirations. Interestingly, for some of her pieces Newman 
adopted a pseudonym: Norma Mizer Paul, which used her initials in reverse.
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Perhaps this was to deflect criticism from several of her male union colleagues, 
who felt that she liked publicity a littie too much. Newman supplemented her 
income doing odd jobs for the wtul and the Socialist Party.

Despite insisting to Schneiderman that she wanted to “give my lungs and 
mouth a chance to rest,” she accepted a winter 191a assignment from the 
Socialist Party to do a speaking tour of the Illinois coal belt. Through the 
coldest months she toured ice-bound mining towns, exhorting impoverished 
famiUes “to awaken and find the solution to their problem in SociaUsm.” 
Horrified by the conditions she saw, she realized that some in the rural 
working class endured worse conditions than did urban factory laborers. 
“Those who keep the world warm are freezing,” she wrote to Schneiderman. 
“Think of it! Those who supply coal for all the people have no coal to warm 

their two or three littie rooms.”'*^
Satisfied by her work, Newman was fairly content to remain based in 

Chicago. But Schneiderman urged Newman to return to a place where she had 
a support network and colleagues who appreciated her. Newman was more 
than open to the suggestion. “The loneliness kills me,” she wrote Schneider
man. “I am tired, I want to do something else, and the thought that I may 
never be able to accomplish it is enough to make me feel miserable for the rest 
of my life!” But she bristled at Schneiderman’s suggestion that she help the 
iLGWU organize New York’s white goods workers. Newman repHed tartly, 
“The International does not give a hang whether a local lives or dies. Much less 
would they care to employ me. ... I am glad of not having to depend upon 
them for my living. Will at all times be in a position to find work without that 

ignorant and inefficient bunch.”'*®
When Schneiderman expressed concern over Newman’s feud with Dyche, 

Newman explained that it was not simply over tactics and equal pay but also 
over sexual harassment. “I had ... many times to struggle against him and be 
annoyed by his love, so-called; you don’t know how many times I felt like 
exposing him.” But she had no faith that the male union hierarchy would take 
her complaint seriously. “I do not even think that I will go up before the 
General Executive Board,” she wrote. “I can’t expect any justice of the igno
rant, stupid and conservative fools.”'*'*’

Her disillusionment with radical men was sharpened by a brief romance 
that year with Socialist Party organizer Frank Bohm in Chicago. Bohm pro
vided virmally the only intimacy she had had during her lonely years on the 
road, and Newman was somewhat smitten. Older and more worldly, Bohm 
recommended books and promised to try to get her a scholarship to the 
University of Wisconsin. During the aummn of 1911, she went as far as going 
to a hotel room with Bohm, but at the last minute decided against having sex.
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Later, she was not sure she’d made the right decision. “I, like so many, will live 
with memories that blur and burn.”'*®

Ultimately she was glad she’d cut off the relationship. Bohm’s “etitude [sii^ 

toward women,” Newman wrote Schneiderman, “is not worse or better than 
the average etitude of a Socialist man toward a woman. I... am told lately that
he believes in promiscuity and I am inclined, to believe that he does----While I
am free in everything, I am puritanical in sex and home questions and it just 
sickens me to think of anyone who is not a strict monogamist.” Whether 
Newman recoiled from Bohm because of her sexual “puritanism,” her an
noyance with the lack of respect she felt from Socialist men, or because she 
wasn’t attracted to him is unclear. But she apparently had no other romances 
with men. As time passed, she recognized that her deepest affinities were with 
women. In February 1912, she wrote Schneiderman, “I feel that there is not a 
person today whom I love more than I do you.... I really don’t know whether 
I could love to a greater extent than I—but you know it, enough said.”'*®

By that time, Schneiderman had reached a crisis point in her battle with 
League leaders over how much time she was devoting to Jewish women 
workers. In early 1912 Schneiderman tendered her resignation. Newman ap
plauded the decision: “So you have decided to give up the League! Really at 
such moments one feels like saying. What is the use of working sincerely for 
an organization, giving them the best that is in you, when it is not even 
appreciated.’

Over the next few years, Schneiderman and Newman would resign repeat
edly. Newman bounced between jobs with the union, the wtul, and the 
Socialist Party. Schneiderman traded places with her for a time, leaving the 
WTUL to organize for the ilgwu. But she, like Newman, tired of union leaders’ 
seeming indifference to attempts at organizing women. And she resented not 
being given credit for her work. When the union sent a male organizer to lead a 
strike she had labored to build, she resigned and returned to the wtul.

Both felt on most solid ground with other working-class women who . 
shared their vision. But they did not always get along with them, either. 
Newman was not above backbiting. Of Chicago wtul organizer Bessie 
Abramowitz, an Amalgamated Clothing Workers (acw) organizer who later 
married powerful labor leader Sidney HiUman, she wrote, “Her own people of 
the trade laugh at her.” And with a decided lack of prescience, she called 
another Chicago wtul organizer, Mary Anderson, future director of the US. 
Women’s Bureau, “of very littie use to the labor movement.” These women 
would continue to work with Newman for nearly fifty years. But it is perhaps 
here that we find the root of long-standing tensions between the Chicago and 
New York branches of the wtul.®’
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Newman had no intention of returning to the ilgwu, but when a large 
strike at the Kalamazoo Corset Company ran into trouble, Dyche asked 
Newman if she would consider traveling to Michigan for the union. “I tell you 
Rose,” Newman gloated, “It feels fine when you can say to a secretary of the 
International to ‘go to hell with your job’ and after have the same man beg you 
to work for them again!” She had her work cut out for her. As she stepped off 
the train in Kalamazoo, Newman was handed a court injunction against the 
strike. To the joy of the strikers who had come to meet the new organizer, she 
tore it up in a typical act of bravado. However, when the union called the other 
organizers away, stranding Newman in the most all-American town she d yet 

seen, she felt more than a little lost.®^
This was a new situation for her. She was comfortable running strikes that 

pitted immigrant workers against immigrant owners. But this was, m her 
words, “an entirely American element.” On top of that, the strike was proving 
hard to control. Management refused to negotiate. Scores of women were 
being arrested daily. And organizers had left her to manage, as the strike s 
central issue, a matter that made her profoundly uncomfortable: sexual harass

ment in the shop.^^
Seeking to stir up public outrage, strike organizer Josephine Casey had laid 

out the strike’s goals in a letter to the Detroit Timer. “We are fighting to purify 
the factory, to bring about the dismissal of the foreman and those male 
employees who have been continually insulting the girl employees and who 
have been dragging not a few of them down to ruin. The time has passed when 
an employer can expect to hold girl employees who are subjected to indig
nities.” Calling for the dismissal of a foreman for sexual harassment, or for any 
other reason, was a nervy thing to do; few strikers to that time had made such 

demands.
Sexual harassment of female factory workers was commonplace. Refer

ences to sexual harassment of working women abound in the literature of 
progressive scholars, and it was acknowledged as a problem by both social 
reformers and women labor leaders. However, even reform-minded observers 
argued that it was up to the worker to find her own solution. A 1913 advice 
book entitled Vocations for Girls suggested unreaHstically that young women 
receiving unwanted physical attention or suffering from “unsanitary surround
ings, deadening work and low companionship ... should promptly seek other 

employment.”^^
An aggravating factor for working women was that some male workers and 

employers felt that female factory workers were fair prey. One woman cigar 
maker told a state investigator, “Many men who would not, under any circum
stances, offer the slightest insult or disrespectful remark or glance to a female
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in the streets [,] ... in the shops, will whoop and give ... cat calls and a peculiar 
noise made with their lips which is supposed to be an endearing salutation.”®^

In an age when sexual matters were rarely discussed in public, neither labor 
leaders nor reformers expected unions to tackle the issue. So Josephine 
Casey’s assertion that ending sexual harassment was a legitimate union de
mand sparked widespread controversy. Leonora O’Reilly supported Casey’s 
strategy. She said the corset company so underpaid its women workers that 
“the wages of sin it offers to the young girls who will ‘pay the price’ are 
alluring.” But Newman, in spite of her own experience with John Dyche (or, 
perhaps, because of it), was upset that the strike had come to rest on this 
issue.

She warned ilgwu superiors that “attacking the company” was the wrong 
strategy because it would anger the owners and make them unwilling to 
negotiate. And in a letter to Schneiderman, she virtually dismissed the issue’s 
importance: “Rose dear, you know as well as I that there is not a factory today 
where the same immoral condition does not exist! You remember... factories 
where you have worked and so do I and both of us know that [in] the cloak 
factories and all other shops in the city of New York or Chicago, every one of 
the men will talk to the girls, take advantage of them if the girls will let them. 
The foremen and the superintendent will flirt with the girls.... It is nothing 
new for those who know it exists ever)where.” Her proposed solution reflects 
a willful refusal to acknowledge the unequal power relations that made sexual 
harassment so prevalent on the shop floor: Newman concluded tersely that 
the problem could be handled “by educating the girls.”®®

The issue clearly made her uncomfortable. Newman was twenty-one years 
old, unmarried, and the only woman then employed by any U.S. union as a 
general organizer. Her job entailed wandering from city to city, living out of 
hotels filled with sometimes predatory men, and attending late-night meetings 
in rough neighborhoods. Any hint of sexual vulnerability would have de
stroyed her viability as a union representative, making it impossible for her to 
work with male organizers or with young women still living in their parents’ 
houses. Only by cultivating an image of toughness and invulnerability could 
she maintain her position within the union, not to mention her own emotional 
stability.

Newman felt she needed to project a powerful image of women workers 
generally. In writings and speeches, Newman Kked to lionize women strikers, 
to laud them for their bravery and stamina. To politicize the issue of sexual 
harassment meant acknowledging that bringing women into the union move
ment introduced muddy issues like sexuality onto the morally clear battle
ground of class struggle. That may have contributed to her decision not to
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report John Dyche’s harassment of her. And that was perhaps why she sug
gested that unions simply teach women workers to defend themselves, for she 
must have known that was not a realistic solution for a woman factory worker 

facing a male employer.
Ultimately, as Newman had feared, the strike was broken by management s 

' refusal to negotiate. It seems conceivable that part of the blame lay with 
Newman, who balked at pushing the women’s demands. But she insisted that 
the iLGWU leadership was at fault because they were ill-equipped to deal with 
native-born rnanufacmrers. As a last resort, Newman organized a boycott of 
the corset company. Her success restored her confidence in her organizing 
skills, but it didn’t do the women workers much good. Their employer went 

out of business.^®
Chagrined and homesick, Newman was ready to return to New York. Her 

decision was sealed in the spring of 1912, when she received a pained letter 
from Schneiderman, whose companion Rose Rishon had just moved out of 
the house they had shared with Schneiderman’s mother and sister. Poor 
Rose!,” Newman comforted, “I am sorry. For if there is anyone who can feel 
with you it is me.... I often think that a person of my temperament should not
be destined to roam about alone----Being absent from those you love is hell

at least to me!”“
Newman remrned to New York early in 1913, broke and out of work but 

relieved to be home. Schneiderman helped her get an inspector’s position on 
the Joint Board of Sanitary Control, a factory inspection commission estab- 
Hshed in the settlement of the 1909 strike. The ilgwu also paid Newman to 
write the “Woman’s Sphere” column for its magazine, the Ladies’ Garment 
Worker. The battle-weary, twenty-two-year-old columnist cast herself as a 
seasoned adviser to innocent young women. She warned them sternly to stay 
away both from “Prince Charmings” and cheap romance novels, to save 
themselves for mature love and real literature. The didactic tone of her col
umns reflected the gap that had opened up between her and the average shop- 

floor worker.^’
If Newman had hoped to stay out of the fray for a whfle, that desire faded 

* quickly once Schneiderman enlisted her in the League’s long-fought campaign 
to organize a general strike of white goods and kimono makers. Newman 
initiated an investigation by the Joint Board of Sanitary Control and found the 
conditions bleak. Many of the shops were set up in dark basement rooms- 
poorly ventilated, unsanitary firetraps. The trade seemed ripe for union orga

nizing.
But there were myriad obstacles. The shops were small and scattered. A 

large number of the workers were girls under the age of sixteen, most of them
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new immigrants, who lacked both confidence and a command of the English 
language. The trade employed girls of so many different nationalities that the 
workers could hardly speak to one another. Fannia Cohn had led a general 
strike of kimono workers in Brooklyn during the summer of 1910. But the 
strike had not had the support of the ilgwu and had thus been a failure. By 
1913, Cohn, Schneiderman, Newman, and several other organizers were 
pleading with the ilgwu leadership to help them organize a citywide white 
goods strike.®^

But the iLGwu’s executive board had begun to focus on crushing, not 
fanning, grass-roots militancy. The objects of their attention were the women 
of Local 2 5, Clara Lemhch’s union. Disgusted by the bureaucratization that 
had occurred since the 1909 uprising, these women had just unseated their 
local officers and replaced them with a more responsive and sexually inte
grated group. Flush with their new power, they began agitating for another 
general strike to revive the spirit of labor militancy in the shirtwaist and dress 
trades.

ILGWU president Abraham Rosenberg was not pleased. When the ilgwu 

needed militant rank-and-file members to spur organization, he and others in 
the union leadership were willing to tolerate fiery women organizers like 
Lemhch. But once a trade was organized they had no more use for shop-floor ' 
militancy, which they felt got in the way of the union’s capacity to negotiate 
with employers. That was true enough. Union officials’ leverage with em
ployers depended on their ability to control their rank and file.

But militancy, once stirred, was not always easy to contain. On January 5, 
1913, thousands of women waistmakers and male tailors literally smashed 
down the doors of the New York Hippodrome after being told by the ilgwu 

leadership that they could not vote on whether a general strike would be called 
in their trades. Inside the Hippodrome, a select group of rank and file were 
about to vote. To prevent a riot, the crowd was allowed to enter the meeting 
hall. After a loud and clamorous meeting, the decision to strike was made at a 
peak of emotional intensity. But the ensuing strike was anticlimactic.'’'^

Rather than allowing the strikers to set their own demands, ilgwu presi
dent Rosenberg and secretary John Dyche secretly negotiated a deal with 
several large employers that undercut both the shop-floor militants and small 
manufacturers. Management agreed to allow a short strike to placate the 
workers and crush small competitors; the union agreed to end the strike 
quickly if employers signed a protocol in the dress trade guaranteeing mini
mum wage standards. As the two sides had arranged, the strike was called off 
after only three days.®^

When the settlement was announced to one group of Italian strikers at
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Cooper Union, four thousand women rioted. Outraged that a deal had been 
struck in advance of the strike and without the knowledge of the rank and file, 
they called the protocol a “frame-up” and protested by sitting down on Third 
Avenue and stopping traffic. In another meeting on nearby St. Mark’s Place, 
the settlement was met with jeers and stomping of feet. Though a majority 
would ultimately agree to support the protocol, it was only a bare majority, and 
a sullen one at that. Nearly half the women strikers deUvered a no-confidence 
vote to iLGWU leaders. The leaders, women shop-floor mihtants said angrily, 
preferred to deal with employers rather than with their own members.^

That elitism would become characteristic of the ilgwu leadership. The 
male officers, sitting atop a largely female rank and file, perceived themselves 
to have little in common with the workers they were supposed to represent. 
They ignored the loud cries of protest against the protocol, asserting that there 
was no real discontent among the workers, only a plot by the rival Industrial 
Workers of the World to destroy the union. (The iww was an anarcho- 
syndicalist industrial union with great appeal among Italian workers.) They 
would make similar charges over the next half century, writing off every shop- 
floor movement for democratization of the union as a power play by the 

Communist Party.'^’^
The women militants were angry not only because their drive to democra

tize the union had been crushed but because the protocol was a mixed bless
ing. It facihtated organizing (Local 25 shot up to twenty-three thousand 
members after it was signed), guaranteed a minimum wage for every job in the 
trade, and gave the Joint Board of Sanitary Control greater power to ensure 
safe, healthy working conditions in the shops. But it also institutionalized a 
sex-based division of labor in which only men could be hired to fiU the highest- 
paid positions and only women could be placed in the lowest-paid jobs. 
Further, the protocol guaranteed men higher wages than women even in jobs 
open to both. Union recognition and a guaranteed minimum wage unques
tionably improved the day-to-day conditions under which most shirtwaist and 
dressmakers labored. But it drastically Umited the power of the average 

worker.'’®
While they were crushing militancy among the already-organized shirtwaist 

makers and dressmakers, the leaders tolerated it among the stiU-unorgamzed 
white goods workers, recognizing reluctantly that there was no other way to 
bring them into the union. After long years of union indifference in the face of 
painstaking shop-floor organizing, particularly by Rose Schneiderman and 
Fannia Cohn, the young white goods workers were ready to rise.®

The ensuing strike was in many ways reminiscent of the 1909 uprising. Once 
again, a group of supposedly “unorganizable” young women workers sur-
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prised everyone—that is, everyone except the women who’d organized them— 
by launching a mass strike involving almost thirty thousand workers. As in 
1909, the young strikers captured the attention and support of middle- and 
upper-class women reformers in New York. Here again, the galvanizing issue 
was police violence. Rose Schneiderman, chief organizer of the strike, asked 
New York’s mayor, “Red Mike” Hylan, to deputize fifty women trade union
ists to arrest strongmen hired by employers to break into meetings and attack 
the strikers. Hylan refused, claiming that it would be scandalous for New York 
City to deputize women.

As they had four years earlier, some of New York City’s most affluent, 
women stemmed the violence. A group of Barnard College women an
nounced that they would walk picket lines daily to monitor physical abuse of 
strikers by police and hired guards. Progressive feminist Fola La FoUette, 
daughter of Senator Robert La FoUette, mobilized a group of suffragists to 
accompany strikers to jaU. During one night in jaU La FoUette coUected enough 
evidence to convince her father to sponsor a congressional resolution caUing 
for an investigation of conditions in the garment trades.^'

The bulk of the young strikers Uved at the poverty level and had Uttle money 
to pool for strike funds, so many went hungry during the strike. Rose Pastor 
Stokes, the former cigar maker who married miUionaire J. G. Phelps Stokes 
and converted him to SociaUsm, opened five lunchrooms around the city 
where strikers could eat free of charge. And in a gesture that reminded the city 
how young these labor mUitants were, society sisters L. C. and Joanna Hart
shorn hosted huge chocolate cake parties for thousands of white goods work
ers. The girl strikers, many of whom were not yet fifteen, were thriUed at a 
chance to put on their best dresses and attend a party.

Also remimscent of the 1909 strike, eUte feminists flocked to the picket Unes 
to convince strikers of the importance of the vote. The Women’s PoUtical * 
Union, a suffragist group, sponsored regular entertainment for white goods 
workers; held at Cooper Union, these events infused classical music with a 
women’s rights message. On one occasion Madame Carrigues, a Colorado 
suffragist and phUanthropist and founder of the Carrigues Grand Opera Trio, 
taught her young audience to sing “the women’s Marseillaise.”^^

New York progressives sought to use the strike to dramatize the need for 
industrial reform. The National Consumer League’s Frances Perkins pub
lished a letter in the New York Times urging union leaders and employers to 
remember the Triangle Shirtwaist Factory fire when negotiating the strikers’ 
safety demands. The unquestioned publicity high point for progressives came 
when former president Theodore Roosevelt decided to visit the strikers. The 
New York Times reported the aging warrior’s act of benevolence with obvious
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relish. Facing a room full of teenage girls, tr raised his hand for silence. “Now 
young ladies,” he intoned, “I want to know all about your Uves; how you work 
and how you manage to be cheerful. Just gather around me and tell your 
stories!” Roosevelt’s words were translated into Spanish, Italian, Turkish, and 
Greek, reflecting the variety of nationalities employed in the trade.

As Losevelt sat on a desk and swung his feet, the girls pressed around him 
and told their personal stories: a sixteen-year-old Spamard talked about work
ing thirteen-hour days; a seventeen-year-old Italian told him about the exorbi
tant sums girls were required to pay for their own sewing machines; and a 
fifteen-year-old Jewish girl said she made only $3.50 a week because she was 
penafi2ed for not working on the Sabbath. “This is crushing the fumre moth
erhood of the country,” Roosevelt concluded. “It must be stopped. It is too 
horrible for words.” When one teenager ended her story with a plea that the 
girls be allowed to sing at work, Roosevelt muttered under his breath: “The 
brutes, to prevent them from singing if they can be cheerful under sue 
conditions.” His visit greatly increased sympathetic publicity of the strike.

Such publicity portrayed the strikers as children in need of protection and 
moved New York progressives to work harder for the passage of labor laws 
that would protect them. But Hke their older sisters in the shirtwaist trade, the 
teenage white goods workers saw the strike a bit differently. They had begun to 
feel capable of protecting themselves. Newman described the strike as these 
young women’s first lesson in “the school of solidarity.” “With what enthusi
asm they took up the first lessons of the class struggle! Picketing, getting 
arrested, remaining nights in jail, arguing with their employers, defying the 
police, and getting back at the hired thugs; presiding at shop meetings, calling 
the roll, and learning to rely upon themselves. Young and inexperienced as 
these girls are, their strength of character is simply remarkable. They have 
learned in the past five weeks to do their own thinking ... and to use it for 

themselves and their class.”^^
In the illustrated pages of the Ladies’ Garment Worhr, Newman introduced 

readers to young women like seventeen-year-old Minme Labetsky, whose 
employer offered to bring her mother to America if she would cross the picket 
line. “I would rather die than go back to work, to scab,” Minme reportedly 
vowed. (A smiHng photo of Minnie accompanies her story.) Then there was 
Newman’s personal favorite, Lillie Lavy, “pet of the strikers,” a poet who 
struck a decidedly bohemian pose for her photo. Lavy wrote picket-fine poetry 
that decried the gap between rich and poor. ‘Who knows but that girls like 
Lillie, if given a chance, would surprise the world by showing themselves 
capable of serving society better by writing or painting than by making corset 

covers,” Newman wrote.''’
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Demonstrating their newfound confidence, these workers rejected the in
structions of union leaders and turned down a partial settlement offer. Instead, 
as one wimess reported, “girls of sixteen and seventeen developed remarkable 
powers of oratory as they sprang to the platform to urge their sisters to stand 
out for full union recognition.” Two-thirds voted against accepting any settle
ment that stopped short of that. Then they returned to the picket fines to 
continue the fight.

Six weeks into the strike, a protocol agreement modeled on that of the 
shirtwaist and dress trade was signed. Again the workers greeted the victory as 
a mixed success. Fannia Cohn’s union. Local 41, joined the rebellious waist- 
makers in Local 2 5 as the strongest voices for women’s militancy in the ilgwu. 

These two locals, forged under extreme circumstances on the picket fine and 
in the face of serious police brutality, became the first unions in the country to 
create joint grievance and wage scale boards on which women workers negoti
ated with management. Cohn represented her local on the boards. This new 
women’s leadership promised to work to get more women into executive 
positions in the union. Fannia Cohn would be the first woman to achieve that 
rank.’®

In 1915, Cohn was hired by the ilgwu to try to unionize Chicago’s dress
makers. She led a successful strike and, in August 1915, won a charter for the 
city’s first dressmakers’ union. This feat, which Rose Schneiderman had failed 
to accomplish, moved a Chicago reporter to call Cohn “one of labor’s shrewd
est diplomats.” The Chicago Dressmakers’ Union voted to send their orga
nizer to the 1916 ILGWU convention. There, at age thirty-one, Fannia M. Cohn 
became the first woman vice president of a U.S. union. Her election was the 
outgrowth of a movement by shop-floor militants to elect the first woman to 
the union’s General Executive Board.’^

Perhaps sensing that there might be resentment about the fact that the first 
woman to hold such high office in the U.S. labor movement was a daughter of 
the middle class, Cohn would later insist that she was drafted. She described a 
scene of jubilation after her election in which women delegates danced around 
her holding hands and singing revolutionary songs. “The only silent and 
confused observer was I,” she wrote, “because I... realized the responsibility 
that was mine. I . . . then solemnly resolved that never, never would these 
women and men resent the confidence they placed in me.” But Mary Goff, 
who knew Cohn from the white goods strike, recalled her colleague as neither 
passive nor confused at the 1916 convention. Goff believed that Cohn wanted 
the vice presidency badly and says she campaigned hard for it. These conflict
ing reminiscences illuminate the complicated relationship that existed even 
then between Cohn and the union to which she would devote her fife.®“
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After almost a decade of intensive strike work, Cohn, Schneiderman, New
man, and Lemlich began to turn their energies from street-level organizing to 
institution building. But memories of those years of mass strikes stayed with 
these organizers as they and their movement matured. In later years, bitter 
infighting would tear apart both the labor and women’s movements within the 
United States, pitting former industrial feminist allies against one another. But 
even as they parted over strategy, women of the 1909 vintage would remain 
bound together by that shared vision forged in the turbulent years after 1909. 
For the four women, political organizing would always be—as Rose Schneider
man put it in 1912—a struggle for both bread and roses. During the second 
half of the 1910s they would see the realization of one important step toward 
that goal, as working-class women joined the struggle to win the vote for 
American women.
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Above: The Newman family 

in Lithuania, ca. if 00. Nine- 
year-old Pauline Newman is 
in front, holding a hook.
(Courtey of Elisabeth 
Burger)

Left: Clara Lemlich in her 
midteens, relaxing with a book 
in the Ukraine, ca. if02—j 
(Courteg of Evelyn Velson)
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Fannia Cohn, the young 
revolutionary, in Minsk, ca. 190}— 
^ (Fannia Cohn Papers, Rare 
Books and Manuscripts Division, 
New York Public Library)

, S' . i-.H

Rose Schneiderman in New York. 
This picture was tahen during the 
capmakePs general strike of 190j. 
(Rose Schneiderman Collection, 
Tamiment Institute Library,
New York University)
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The New York Herald 
ran this photograph in 

recognition of the “ffrl 
leaders” of the 190/ Lower 
East Side rent strike. 
Pauline Newman, age 
sixteen, is on the far right. 
(Courtesy of Elisabeth 
Burger)

This drawing ran in the New York Evening Journal during the autumn of 1909, on the eve of the 
shirtwaist makers’ “uprising. ” Clara L^mlich is in thefront row, the first woman from the right who is 
wearing a hat. (Tamiment Institute IJbraiy, New York University)

During the 1909 shirtwaist 
makers’ strike—the largest 
strike of women in the United 
States to that time—hundreds 
of young women garment 
workers hit the streets to sell 
copies of a special edition of the 
New York Call, the city’s 
Socialist newspaper. The 
Socialist Party had donated the 
paper free of charge to the 
strikers to help them raise 
many for the strike fund. 
(International Ladies’ 
Garment Workers’ Union 
Archives, Cornell University)
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Clara Lemlich, shirtwaist 
maker, spark of the if of 
uprising (Courte^ of Martha 

Schaffer)

Meeting at the New York 
Women’s Trade Union League 
during the if of strike. 
Standing; second from 
leftj Helen Marot; fifth 

from leftj Rose 
Schneiderman. Seated: 

second from right, Leonora 
O’Reilly, on the telephone 
(Tamiment Institute Library, 
New York University)

On March 2j, ifii, at the 
Triangle Shirtwaist Factory, 
146young workers died in one 
of the worst industrialfires 
ever. Clara Lemlich, a former 
Triangle employee, was one of 
hundreds of New Yorkers who 
searched among the bodies of 
the victims to see if any of the 
dead were relatives or friends. 
(Tamiment Institute library. 
New York University)
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Above: Rose Schneiderman 
was the mostpopular speaker 
employed ly Harriot Stanton 
Blatch’s wage earners’ suffrage 
organir^ation, the Equality 
League of Self-Supporting 
Women. Here, Blatch is 
introducing Schneiderman at a 
rally. (Rose Schneiderman 
Collection, Tamiment Institute 
Library, New York 
University)

Left: Handbill announcing a 
speech by Rose Schneiderman 
for the American Suffragettes, 
If 14 (Rose Schneiderman 
Collection, Tamiment Institute 
Library, New York 
University)



Pauline Newman entertains the strikers, if 12, Kalamas^o, Michigan. (InternationalLadies’ Garment 

Workers’Archives, Cornell University)

Halloween Party, New York 
Women’s Trade Union 
League, ifi}. Rose 
Schneiderman is the woman 
standing on the right; Pauline 
Newman, in mustache, is the 
woman seated on the left. 
(Courtesy of Elisabeth 

Burger)

FROM THE PICKET LINE TO THE BALLOT BOX

COMMON sense; 

NEW YORK 

CITY WORKING 

WOMEN AND 

THE STRUGGLE 

FOR WOMAN 

SUFFRAGE

Surely... women won’t lose 

any more of their beauty and 

charm hy putting a ballot in 

a ballot box once a year than 

thty are likely to lose stand- 

inginfoundries or laundries 

all year round.

—Rose Schneiderman

Man as a class has ruled 

women. He wants to make 

her think that it is good for 

her that he rules her, but it is 

too late. We are here. Sena

tors. We are 800,000 strong 

in New York State alone.

—Clara LemHch

For the vast majority of the young women who 
participated in the strikes of 1909—15, political ac
tivism was a passing involvement, inflamed by the 
passion of youth and soon discarded in favor of 
career or family responsibilities. For some, like 
waistmaker Fannie Zinsher, who was portrayed in 
the press along with Lemlich and Newman as 
a leader of the 1909 strike, involvement in trade 
unionism would be remembered as a youthful indis
cretion. “I was very young at the time,” Zinsher 
wrote many years later, “and it was my first and last 
experience in the industrial field. All I remember is 
that it was a very trying experience and now it seems 
like a nightmare of long ago.”^

But for other young women organizers, like Clara 
Lemlich, Fannia Cohn, Rose Schneiderman, and 
Pauline Newman, those militant years were revela
tory. The excitement of picket lines, street-corner 
meetings, and strategic debates was addictive. De
spite the attendant difficulties and frustrations, ac
tivism became a way of life. But as the years wore 
on, the four began to look beyond the immediacy of 
strikes and protests, toward longer-term and larger- 
scale changes. In the aftermath of the Triangle fire, 
few things seemed more pressing than enacting laws • 
to ameliorate the gravest hazards of industrial labor.

Toward that end, Schneiderman, Newman, Lem
lich, and Cohn joined the campaign for women’s • 
suffrage in the 1910s. Without the vote, they argued, 
American working women would remain dependent 
on others to pass laws that concerned them. With it, 
they could make their first strides toward taking 
control of their own lives. Years of community and 
labor movement activism had made the four keenly 
aware that the interests of working women were 
distinct from those of working men and of women 
reformers. And because economic and political 
power imbalances put working women at a disad-
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vantage when they allied with either group, their own unique concerns were 
rarely voiced. The attraction of suffrage was simple: well-orchestrated use of 
the vote promised to increase their power and independence in relation to 
employers, to the state, and to their often-manipulative allies.

The simple but powerful allure of the vote drew working women into the 
suffrage movement in great numbers during the second decade of the century. 
With their militancy and youthful energy, they revitalized a movement that had 
gone stale, helping to provide the surge that finally pushed woman suffrage 
over the top in 1920. Their interest in the vote and in legislative solutions to 
working women’s problems was piqued during the 1909-15 strikes by ex
posure to wealthy suffragists like Alva Belmont and to the middle-class suffrag
ists in the Women’s Trade Union League. But their attraction to suffrage 
predated their participation in cross-class women’s alliances, and their reasons 
for seeking the vote were their own. Asserting their difference and their 
equality, they argued that working women were the real experts on working 
women and should be given a voice in making the policies that affected them. 
That, they insisted, was just common sense.

As early as 1907, Rose Schneiderman had articulated a working woman’s 
suffrage position at the First Convention of Women Trade Unionists. “It is the 
belief of the Trade Union Women . .. that the time has come when working 
women ... must be enfranchised and so secure political power to shape their 
own labor conditions.” But winning the vote was only the first stage in a more 
fundamental transformation.^

Industrial feminism posited a reciprocal relationship between economic 
and political rights. As Schneiderman saw it, the vote was an essential tool if 
working women were to free themselves “from the drudgeries and worries 
which come with long hours and low wages.” But “industrial citizenship”— 
decent wages, safe conditions, reasonable hours—would be only the first 
victory in working women’s battle to win their larger “right to citizenship.” 
Schneiderman envisioned that right as a complex entitlement that included 
“the right to be born well, the right to a carefree and happy childhood, the 
right to education, the right to mental, physical and spiritual growth and 
development.”^

This assertion of their entitlements as women, as workers, and as citizens 
created conflicts between working women and their allies. There were clashes 
with middle- and upper-class feminists who sought to dictate working wom
en’s politics and with men in the labor and Socialist movements whose votes 
women were forced to campaign for. Painful and draining, these conflicts were 
also fruitful because they helped working-class suffragists to clarify the issues 
of greatest concern to the working women they represented: good wages, safe
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conditions, and shorter hours; an end to sex-based pay differentials and segre
gation of the labor force; equal access to education; and greater power within 
the labor umons. Tying these goals to the attainment of woman suffrage, 
Schneiderman, Newman, Lemlich, and Cohn fleshed out the contours of the 
industrial feminist vision.

The early 1910s were a time of tremendous expansion and excitement in the 
suffrage movement. A restrained and refined style of campaigning was begin- 
ning to give way to a more outrageous and colorful one, featuring parades, 
street-corner rallies, and civil disobedience. The surge of energy and militancy 
that culminated in the passage of the Nineteenth Amendment in 1920 has 
often been attnbuted to the influence of British suffragists. British women’s 
penchant for headline-grabbing activities, such as hunger strikes, and their 
flamboyance on speaking tours through the United States did generate great 
excitement among American suffragists. But there was another vitally impor
tant source of fresh energy that has been almost entirely overlooked in anal
yses of the US. womans suffrage movement: working-class women, who 
brought to the movement both a new perspective on suffrage and a provoca
tive, street-smart campaign style."*

Their suffrage agitation, shaped by their lives as women and as workers, was 
the very opposite of genteel. Custom-tailored by and for their own class, it was 
gritty, sarcastic, and confrontational. That tone is captured in snapshots that 
provide an important counterpoint to the silk-stocking image of the women’s 
suffrage movement: Rose Schneiderman bringing tears to the eyes of hard
ened union men on her suffrage swing through the industrial cities of Ohio; 
Clara Lemlich on a soapbox outside factory doors, enlivening weary women 
workers with a smrnp speech or relishing her verbal duels with jeering men 
coming off their shifts; Pauline Newman addressing immigrant housewives on 
Lower East Side street corners or holding heartfelt, late-night talks about 
suffrage with cold and ragged Illinois coal-mining families.

Time and again they assured listeners that fighting for women’s suffrage was 
not a distraction from the class struggle but a part of it. Even Fannia Cohn, 
who was not as passionate a suffragist as the others, made this case. Although 
Cohn was more interested in changing consciousness than in changing laws, 
she argued for suffrage to enhance the power of the working class.^

But there were limitations to their empowerment argument. While working- 
class suffragists ceaselessly hammered away at themes of class and gender in 
their speeches, they virtually ignored questions of ethnicity and race. They may 
have followed this strategy in part because they believed that the vote could 
umte working women across ethnic lines; thus they avoided such potentially 
divisive issues as ethnicity, religion, and race. Perhaps, too, they sought to
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downplay their immigrant backgrounds in the interest of seeming more Amer
ican. Whatever their reasoning, it is striking that these immigrant women failed 
even to raise the questions of ethnicity and race in their suffrage campaigns. 
This omission is surprising given their own experience with anti-Semitism. It is 
astonishing given that high-profile US. suffragists were then demanding the 
vote to counteract the inffuence of “aU the riff-raff of Europe that is poured 
upon our shores.”^

In the end, industrial feminists’ avoidance of race in their suffrage argu- 
’ ments must be seen as a willful narrowness of vision. Afforded the luxury to 

ignore race, they did. The matter could not simply have escaped their notice. 
Racist justifications for giving women the vote were at least as common as 
xenophobic ones. Indeed, the National American Woman Suffrage Associa
tion (nawsa), the country’s largest suffrage group, had adopted a policy in
tended to appease its southern members: during an era when southern states 
actively blocked blacks from voting, nawsa declared that each state should 
have the power to decide who could vote. Working-class suffragists must have 
been aware of those policies as well as contemporaneous struggles by African 
American women, who sought the vote in order to combat Jim Crow segrega
tion laws and to pass a federal antilynching btU.^

Still, their failure to address these issues was probably more a question of 
focus than a conscious political decision. For white working-class women like 
Newman, Schneiderman, Lemlich, and Cohn, commitment to suffrage was 
deeply rooted in their personal experience as workers and as residents of 
overcrowded slum neighborhoods. Their paramount concern was to improve 
the intolerable conditions under which they lived and labored. Despite their 
own experiences with anti-Semitism and xenophobia, most working-class 
suffragists in New York seemed to identify class and gender, not their immi
grant Jewish or Catholic backgrounds, as the primary sources of their oppres
sion. And they were not wrong. Xenophobic and anti-Semitic comments were 
not, after all, comparable to the codified racist legal structure of Jim Crow.

When working-class suffragists encountered explicit racism, they often con
fronted it squarely—as at the 1909 national wtul convention, when a San 
Francisco delegate called for a resolution to ban Asians from the United 
States. In response. Rose Schneiderman rose to deliver a blistering denuncia
tion of racism. “The movement we stand for is the brotherhood of man, and 
we are not going to exclude certain people from that brotherhood on the 
account of color, degree or caste.” Schneiderman responded, too, when Afri
can American women asked Local 2 5 to help them get jobs in the garment 
industry after the 1909 strike. In addition to helping individual women, she 
prodded the League to declare its intent to reach out to African American
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women in large numbers. She wasn’t the League’s only civil rights advocate; 
Leonora O’Reilly was an active member of the National Association for the 
Advancement of Colored People (naacp).*

But neither Schneiderman nor other working-class white suffragists argued 
for the vote as a weapon to improve the condition of black Americans. And it 
was not until suffrage was won that they or the League made a serious effort to 
unionize blacks. Industrial feminists would become more vocal on the issue of 
race by the end of the decade. Indeed, after 1920 they would lead the way 
among white trade unionists in their efforts to reach out to black women 
workers. But during the early 1910s, their suffrage arguments were limited by a 
shop-floor and community experience that was overwhelmingly white.^

There were other limitations to the working-class suffrage argument. Skep
tical suffragists like Fannia Cohn believed that suffrage was, by definition, a 
surface-level reform. Certain problems were difficult to legislate away, she 
warned, and would stiff have to be addressed after the vote was won: women’s 
lack of self-confidence; the assumption by employers and union leaders that 
women would leave jobs after they married; sexual harassment on the job; and 
sexism in society and in the labor movement. The vote was just a small first 
step.

Stiff, by the early 1910s, most working-class women organizers had come to 
see the vote as essential to their empowerment. Clara Lemlich explained why:

The manufacturer has a vote; the bosses have votes; the foremen have 
votes, the inspectors have votes. The working girl has no vote. When she 
asks to have a building in which she must work made clean and safe, the 
officials do not have to listen. When she asks not to work such long hours, 
they do not have to listen. The bosses can say to the officials: “Our votes put 
you in office.. . . Never mind what they say[,] . . . they can’t do anything.” 
That is true. For until the men in the Legislature at Albany represent her as 
well as the bosses and the foremen, she will not get justice; she will not get 
fair conditions. That is why the working-woman now says that she must 
have the vote.“

NEW YORK CITY GARMENT WORKERS IN THE 

WOMAN SUFFRAGE MOVEMENT, I907 —I92O

Prior to the early twentieth century, most U.S. working women had responded 
ambivalently at best to the arguments made by middle- and upper-class suf
fragists. It was therefore surprising to just about everyone when a working- 
class suffrage movement appeared in New York in the 1910s. A variety of
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factors account for its rise. Perhaps most important was the emergence for the 
first time of a solid core of working-class suffrage organizers, among whom 
Schneiderman, Newman, Lemlich, and O’Reilly were the most prominent. In 
the eyes of working people, these well-known trade unionists lent immeasur
able credibility to the campaign for women’s suffrage.

The new working-class suffrage movement was further catalyzed by the 
militancy of young women garment workers between 1909 and 1915 and by 
the unusually sympathetic interaction the women’s garment strikes promoted 
between workers and middle-class feminists. This convergence created both 
strength and discord. Middle- and upper-class women provided money to pay 
wage-earning women to agitate for women’s suffrage, and they helped working 
women estabfish political contacts. But they were surprised and offended 
when the organizers they had helped used the language of class struggle to 
argue for their right to vote. From its inception, the working women’s suffrage 
movement spoke in a distincdy different voice from that used by more affluent 
suffragists. That voice has been largely drowned out in histories of the wom
en’s suffrage movement. Only by restoring it can we gain an accurate under

standing of the decade before the vote was won.
As suffrage historians have illustrated, middle-class arguments for suffrage 

changed dramatically between the Seneca Falls Equal Rights Convention of 
1848 and the passage of the Nineteenth Amendment in 19 20. Mid-nineteenth- 
century suffrage claims were based on notions of innate and inalienable human 
rights. In that egalitarian spirit, Elizabeth Cady Stanton and Susan B. Anthony 
attempted to bring working women into the suffrage movement as early as the 

1860s.
After the Civil War they began seeking support from trade union fed

erations, including the National Labor Union (nlu). Their overtures 
sparked a debate about suffrage among unionized women shoe workers in 
New England, but no real cross-class alliance developed. A few members of 
the women shoe workers’ union, the Daughters of St. Crispin, argued that 
laboring women needed the vote. But male nlu members overwhelmingly 
opposed women’s suffrage. And many women workers echoed the sentiments 
of the stitcher “Tryphosia,” who wrote to the Ljrnn (Massachusetts) Record in 
1874 that class unity was too important to endanger by suggesting that work
ing women were not effectively represented by their husbands, fathers, and 

brothers.'*
By the late nineteenth century there was litde pretense of cross-class soli

darity in the suffrage movement. Important middle-class suffrage leaders, 
including Stanton, had grown increasingly elitist in their views. Stanton called 
for educational restrictions on who could vote. Some younger suffrage leaders.
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Uke Carrie Chapman Catt, strayed even farther from the old arguments for 
innate equality, echoing racist diatribes about the “menace” of “the ignorant 
foreign vote.” At the same time, wealthy suffragists like Alva Belmont, Anne 
Morgan, and Mary Pumam Jacobi suggested that elite women might use the 
vote to increase the influence of “the better sort” in city, state, and federal 
governments. Such arguments further alienated working women from the U.S. 
suffrage movement.'^

There was, however, one philosophical strain of the suffrage movement 
that attracted them: the reform-oriented feminism of women like settlement » 
house pioneer Jane Addams, National Consumer League secretary Florence 
Kelley, and New York wtul founders Mary and Margaret Dreier. These 
Progressives were sympathetic to young women workers and shared their 
commitment to industrial reform. Their arguments were pragmatic and spe
cific: women voters, they believed, could enact a wide range of social and 
political changes, from prohibiting child labor to abolishing war. That vision 
encouraged working-class women to think not only about voting and lobbying 
but about working within government.

The alliance was tricky, however, for the lives of even sympathetic middle- 
class reformers were so far removed from the average working woman that the 
gap between them sometimes seemed unbridgeable. At times Florence Kel
ley’s arguments sounded nearly identical to those of Schneiderman or New
man. As early as the 1890s she had insisted that working women deserved the 
vote because they had “the right to a voice in their own affairs.” But she was 
also capable of referring to the questionable political judgment of “the igno
rant, illiterate, debased foreign women.”'^

Such characterizations convinced working-class suffragists that they needed 
to speak for themselves. Their message was simple: through careful wielding 
of the vote, they could finally force legislators and employers to heed their 
concerns. The advantages of enfranchisement seemed painfully obvious to 
wage-earning suffragists like Pauline Newman. Decades later, remembering 
how irritated she felt when male Socialists and trade unionists would ask her 
why she was bothering with such a paltry goal, Newman grew annoyed all over 
again. “I was a woman, I worked and I had a brain,” she recalled tersely. Radical 
men could afford to dismiss the vote; they already had it. Just because they 
were struggling to attain the same privilege, Newman argued, in no way 
diminished working women’s commitment to Socialism or to gaining more 
power in and through their unions.*'*

Newman and Schneiderman had begun actively campaigning for women’s 
suffrage well before “mink brigade” suffragists like Alva Belmont began pros
elytizing working women during the 1909 shirtwaist strike. Newman had used
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her 1908 run as the Socialist Party’s candidate for secretary of state of New 
York to raise consciousness among Socialists about women’s suffrage. And 
Schneiderman had begun talking to working women about the vote as early as 
1907, when she was drawn into the suffrage movement by wtul member 
Harriot Stanton Blatch.'®

Blatch, one of Eli2abeth Cady Stanton’s daughters, had spent twenty years 
in England, where she came to believe that the poor should have a voice in 
improving their own living and working conditions. She opposed her mother s 
support for educational restrictions and was offended both by anti-immigrant 
suffrage arguments and by the notion that wealthy women should use the vote 
to take care of the “little daughters of the poor,” as Anne Morgan called them. 
Insisting that the poor could offer more realistic solutions to their problems 
than the rich, Blatch founded the Equality League of Self-Supporting Women 
to attract working women to the suffrage movement.'®

Rose Schneiderman quickly became the Equality League’s most popular 
speaker, and Leonora O’Reilly became its first vice president. These two So
cialist firebrands, both known for their eloquence, infused Blatch’s organiza
tion with verve and helped transform New York suffragism from a parlor proj
ect into a militant streetwise movement. Schneiderman also brought the first 
factory workers into the ranks of the Equality League, which had been domi
nated by influential intellectuals like Charlotte Perkins Gilman and Florence 
Kelley. By convincing her Capmakers Union local and other women’s unions 
to affiliate, she hoped to alter the deeply middle-class character of the organi

zation.'^
Schneiderman’s success with the Equality League brought her to the atten

tion of the American Suffragettes. Formed by actresses, teachers, writers, and 
social workers, the American Suffragettes were generally less affluent than the 
members of the Equality League. Schneiderman became a featured speaker at 
American Suffragette street meetings. At her suggestion, they became the first 
suffrage organization to distribute Kterature in Yiddish to the women of the 

Lower East Side.'®
But tensions inevitably developed between the two classes of working; 

women involved in suffrage agitation. By 191°, the Equality League included 
both trade union women, who wanted to pass labor legislation, and inspectors 
and administrators for city and state government, who framed and enforced 
those laws. To a lesser extent, these same tensions divided the American 
Suffragettes. Professional women—who were, by and large, well educated, 
economically comfortable, and native-born—had a different view of sexual 
equality than did factory workers.

These differences foreshadowed the bitter divisions that would emerge
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after suffrage was won, when the National Woman’s Party (nwp) called for an 
Equal Rights Amendment. Such conflicts stemmed largely from class-based 
power differentials: professional and upper-class women sought equal access 
to the power, money, and prestige that their husbands and brothers already , 
wielded. Working-class women wanted to use the vote to redistrihute that 
power to the working class as a whole.

The speeches and writings of working-class suffragists echoed the philoso
phy of one of their mentors, former cloakmaker Theresa Malkiel. In 1908, 
Malkiel described the Socialist woman’s view of suffrage: “The ballot, though 
an absolute necessity in her struggle for freedom, is only one of the aims 
toward her goal. We cannot renovate a garment by turning over one of the 
sleeves—the whole of it must be turned inside out. And this renovation is 
possible under a Socialist regime only.”"*

This view, which put the vote in the service of Socialism, was simply not 
acceptable to most members of even the sympathetic suffrage organizations. 
More than most mainstream suffragists, Harriot Stanton Blatch appreciated 
the contribution of working-class women to the early-twentieth-century wom
en’s movement. She believed that “it is the women of the industrial class . . . 
who have been the rneans of bringing about the altered attitude of public 
opinion toward women’s work in every sphere of life.” But she was not 
comfortable with the class-based politics of many trade union suffragists. 
Fearful of losing her wealthy supporters, Blatch decided to keep the Equality 
League free of the taint of Socialism. The American Suffragettes, too, decided 
to ban “socialist propaganda.” Schneiderman continued to speak at Suf
fragette and Equality League meetings, but she had to be careful about what 
she said. By 1910k was clear that factory workers would have no real say in 
creating policy in either organization. Indeed, during the early 1910s Socialist 
suffragists like Schneiderman, Newman, Lemlich, and O’Reilly were hard- 
pressed to find a forum for their arguments.^®

Socialist Party leaders, though officially in favor of women’s suffrage, con
sidered the vote a bourgeois issue. Hoping to defuse the hostility and promote 
a rapprochement between suffragism and Socialism, Pauline Newman and 
other Socialist suffragists convened a party conference in December 1909. At 
issue was whether Socialist women should cooperate with mainstream suf
frage organizations. In the months leading up to the conference, a debate 
raged in the New York Call, New York’s Socialist daily. Anita Block, editor of 
the Women’s Page, summed up the view held by Socialist suffragists: “It is very 
true that... a stronger bond exists between working women and men of their 
own class than between them and idle women of the leisure class. But these 
arguments do not do away with the fact that women are deprived of the vote as
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a SEX, regardless of class, and that Socialist women can never effectively help 
their class till their sex has been enfranchised.”^'

Still, Block believed that Socialist suffragists needed to carve out a course 
independent of mainstream suffrage organizations. Schneiderman and 
O’Reilly disagreed. Let working women freely choose their political allies, 
Schneiderman urged. They had too few resources, she insisted, to cut them
selves off from potential supporters. As trade unionists, she and O’Reilly felt 
that pragmatic considerations had to supersede ideological purity.

But many Socialists feared that cooperation with “bourgeois suffragists” 
would give working women the false sense that the vote was all they needed, 
draining vitality from the class struggle. Block warned, “Freedom from 
sex slavery does not mean freedom from wage slavery.” There is no record 
of how Pauline Newman voted; but given her party activism over the next 
few years—she organized Socialist Party suffrage meetings across the North
east and Midwest from 1909 to 1913—it seems reasonable to assume that she 
sided with those who called for separate. Socialist-controlled suffrage work. 
Schneiderman and O’Reilly’s faction was soundly defeated. Forced to choose, 
they would ultimately join the ranks of the mainstream suffrage move
ments^

More immediately, the two women decided that the time had come to create 
a suffrage organization run by and for factory workers. On March 22, 1911 — 
three days before the Triangle Shirtwaist Factory fire—they founded the Wage 
Earners’ League for Woman Suffrage. Waistmakers Clara Lemlich and MoUie 
Schepps and laundry worker Maggie Hinchey were co-founders. O’Reilly, the 
group’s senior member and a street-corner speaker par excellence, was elected 
president of the Wage Earners’ League, and Clara Lemlich became its vice 
president. As stated in the founding document, the league’s goals were three
fold: “to urge working women to understand the necessity for the vote, to 
agitate for the vote, and to study how to use the vote when it has been 
acquired.” Through their speeches and pamphlets, the league’s organizers 
sought to give working women some quick civics lessons and to encourage 
their participation in the political process.^^

Hoping to prevent the silencing of working women that had occurred in 
other suffrage organizations, the league’s founders agreed that only workers 
could be full voting members. Other women could join, but they would have 
no say in shaping the league’s campaigns, its literature, or its speeches. Also, the 
officers decided to focus their attentions on factories and immigrant neighbor
hoods. As a result, the league came to have a thoroughly working-class mem
bership. However, the organization’s few non-working-class members pro
vided most of its budget and thereby wielded considerable control over its
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poHtics. They pressured Wage Earners’ League officers to affiliate with the 
National American Woman Suffrage Association rather than their more ob
vious ally the Socialist Party Women’s Committee. Forced by both Socialist 
and mainstream suffragists to choose sides, the Wage Earners’ League ahgned 
with those who offered financial support.

While the Wage Earners League and its affluent allies were hammering out 
their tenuous alliance, the Socialist Party Women’s Committee began its own 
campaign to convert working women to suffragism. This effort was spear
headed by Theresa Malkiel and Pauline Newman. Shortly after the party’s 
suffrage conference, Malkiel began to build a network of Socialist suffrage 
dubs around New York City. By the spring of 1911 there were active branches 
throughout Manhattan, the Bronx, Brooklyn, and Queens. The clubs, which 
held dances, musical performances, and rallies, had an active membership 
numbering in the thousands. But as Malkiel herself dispiritedly admitted, most 
of the women who joined these clubs were already members of the Socialist 
Party. Malkiel and Newman were discouraged that their message did not seem 
to be reaching unaffiliated working women.^"*

The Wage Earners’ League had more success in that regard, largely because 
its leaders were talking up suffrage to the same women workers they were then 
umomzing. The group’s success was also a tribute to the grit and explosive 
speaking style of its chief organizer, Clara Lemlich. Lemlich, who had been 
bouncing from job to job since the 1909 strike, had been hired as a full-time 
organizer at the behest of Jessie Ashley, a wealthy Socialist Party activist who 
was also, despite party proscriptions, treasurer of nawsa. In 1911, Ashley 
argued in Womans Journal ^•iX. “if the working girls ever become really alive to 
their situation, they wiU throw themselves into the fight for the ballot in 
overwhelming numbers and on that day the suffrage movement wiU be swept 
forward by the forces that command progress.” To hasten that day, Ashley 
gave histonan Mary Beard money to pay the salary of a working-class suffrage 
oiganizer. Beard knew just who she would approach.^^

Dunng the 1909 strike, attracted by her fervor and her speaking ability, 
historians Charles and Mary Beard had offered Lemlich tuition for coUege. 
Torn between her desire for an education and her commitment to the move
ment, Lemlich refused. After the strike, when she was blacklisted by em
ployers, LemUch organized intermittently for the ilgwu and for the wtul. 

But she could not find a fuU-time job. In early 1911, Mary Beard made LemUch 
another offer: to advocate for suffrage in New York’s union haUs and immi
grant neighborhoods. LemUch eagerly accepted.^^

Despite their high hopes, relations between the two women quickly soured. 
Even Beard’s early enthusiasm for LemUch displayed a trace of the condescen-
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sion that would soon bring them to loggerheads. “She seems to me to be keen 
about it,” Beard wrote to Leonora O’ReiUy, “and does everything that’s sug
gested and does it well, I think. Of course, we don’t want to spoil her.” Within a 
few months. Beard had come to regret hiring the hot-headed former shirt
waist maker. Less than one year after she had sought Lemhch out. Beard 

unceremoniously fired her.^^
In a letter to O’Reilly, Beard explained her decision. She had, she said, 

overestimated Lemlich’s ability. Now she was worried that if she waited any 
longer to fire her, LemHch would not be able to find seasonal work in the 
garment factories. Sadly, Beard concluded, Lemhch was not cut out for greater 
glory than she could find behind a sewing machine.

I am anxious to be fair to the girl and do all I can for her but it seems to me 
that she can’t swing her job. She seems to be unequal physically to the 
nervous strain of organizing or speaking and you know her mental makeup 
without my going into that. I do not see how her future is to be a success as a 
speaker. If she goes on hoping until November after her factory season has 
begun, she may be left helpless upon my hands.... It has been my dream to 
develop working women to be a help in the awakening of their class, but 
Clara can’t make good along the lines she has attempted this winter it seems 
to me. She has no initiative.^®

Lemlich was, as might be expected, very bitter about the experience. She 
never singled out Beard in describing to her daughter the ups and downs of her 
suffrage campaigns. But Martha Schaffer recalls that her mother was still angry 
decades later about the patronizing attitudes of the more affluent suffragists 

she worked with:

She had a hard time with some of the suffragettes because at the time of the 
strike and for years after that she felt that she was being manipulated by 
these ‘Very rich ladies.” She felt that they didn’t talk about her union with 
the respect that they should have. They said the same things that the men 
did. “Oh, if they were handling it it would have been much better.” And 
they’d say to her, “You’re not so very educated. We’re college born and bred. 
Let us tell you how to run your strike.” And she was very militant about this. 
She was very upset about this. vAnd she’d teU them, “Just because we re poor 
doesn’t mean that we’re dumb.”^^

Given Lemlich’s uncompromising politics and prickly nature, it seems likely 
that her problems with Beard originated in a battle of wills. Perhaps Beard 
asked Lemlich to tone down the Socialist rhetoric in her speeches and the 
militant garment worker refused. Or maybe Beard tried to tell Lemlich how to
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talk to women workers and Lemlich blew up. Holding her own was a matter of 
principle to the former waistmaker. Her feelings were complicated by discom
fort at having to depend on the largess of affluent women. Lemlich had 
proudly refused the Beards’ offer back in 1910 to send her to college, yet she 
was never able to shake a sense of shame about her minimal education. As a 
result, she bristied at any insinuation—whether real or imagined—that affluent 
women’s superior education gave them the right to tell her how to organize 
women of her own class.

Lemlich had a distorted view of how much power and privilege someone 
like Mary Beard, a college professor’s wife, actually enjoyed. However, it is not 
hard to understand why. Though Beard was by no means a “very rich lady,” as 
Lemlich described her, she nevertheless had the power to hire and fire the 
veteran organizer. Lemlich would continue to organize women for the rest of 
her life, but after her suffrage experience she decided to work only with women 
of her own class.

Working-class suffragists could not as easily dismiss the condescension of 
Socialist and trade union men, because their votes were needed to pass state
wide women’s suffrage referenda. At best, labor union and Socialist men were 
ambivalent about woman suffrage. At worst, they were openly hostile. Pauline 
Newman remembers Socialist men disrupting her street-corner suffrage 
speeches by yelling, “Why don’t you go home and wash the dishes?” And 
devout union men pelted Clara Lemlich with rotten tomatoes when they saw 
her talking up suffrage to women workers outside their factories.®®

Though the Socialist Party, the afl, the New York State Federation of 
Labor, and the ilgwu all officially supported woman suffrage, individual 
leaders denounced working-class organizers for wasting time that should be 
devoted to the class struggle. Rose Schneiderman received this letter from 
Socialist Max Fruchter shordy after the founding of the Wage Earners’ 
League. Fruchter admired Schneiderman and thought she was squandering 
her talents on a frivolous distraction.

You cannot possibly serve two Gods—you cannot fill efficiently two places 
in two movements—you cannot at the same time be the chief of a great 
clerical force and do ... routine work. You either work for Socialism and as 
a result for equality of the sexes or you work for woman suffrage only and 
neglect Socialism. Then you act like a bad doctor who pretends to cure his
patient by removing the symptom instead of removing the disease___You
are approaching a dangerous place; bewildered you are misled by the phos
phoric light of a paltry reform__ It is time to return to the solid unyielding
highway of class consciousness.®'
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Schneiderman, Lemlich, Newman, and other working-class suffragists re
sponded to such arguments with one of their own: that Socialists and trade 
unionists could not afford to ignore sex-based political inequaUty. As long as 
women were denied the right to vote, they insisted, the working class would be 
denied its full share of political power. Until that changed, it would be severely 
crippled in its attempts to win the most basic human rights. Rose Schneider
man recalled, “My theme in all my suffrage speeches was that I did not expect 
any revolution when women got the ballot, as men had had it all these years 
and nothing of great importance had happened. But women needed the vote 
because they needed protection through laws. Not having the vote, the law

makers could ignore us.”“
Despite such practical arguments, working-class women did sometimes see 

suffrage as a panacea. Perhaps they became caught up in the excitement of a 
seventy-year-old movement about to bear fruit. Or maybe it was a sense of 
pride deriving from their own successful strikes. But as this 1911 leaflet 
illustrates, the Wage Earners’ League was not above suggesting that all manner 
of social ills might be cured if working women got the vote;

Why are you paid less than a man?
Why do you work in a fire trap?
Why are your hours so long?
Why are you aU strap hangers when you pay for a seat?
Why do you pay the most rent for the worst houses?
Why do your children go into factories?
Why don’t you get a square deal in the courts?
because you are a woman and have no vote.

VOTES MAKE THE LAW

VOTES ENFORCE THE LAW

THE LAW CONTROLS CONDITIONS
WOMEN WHO WANT BETTER CONDITIONS MUST VOTE^^

This leaflet, like everything the Wage Earners’ League published, con
sciously appealed to housewives as well as to wage-earning women. Orga
nizers hoped that involvement in the women’s suffrage movement would be an 
education for all working-class women, including those who were not in
volved in the labor movement. In a handbill to publicize Suffrage Week, 
September 1-9,1911, the organization spoke directly to working-class house
wives, trying to spark their interest in the larger good.^"* The handbill asked 
women: Would you ensure cltild welfare for “aU children everywhere” or only 
your own children at home? Do you want “pure food from cow to kitchen or 
in the kitchen only? Would you bring about clean streets and lowered cost of
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living “by direct action on laws and lawmakers” or by indirect influence? Don’t 
you think “equal pay for aU women who toil” should be a given rather than a 
privilege? Can you bring about the “abolition of white slave traffic” by “fight
ing it [or] by ignoring it”? Do you want “sanitary conditions for homes, 
factories, shops” or for your home only? Do you want peace in the home or 
“throughout the world”?^®

It is difficult to know how effective such leaflets were; there is no record of 
the response to them. What is clear from officers’ records is that the Wage 
Earners’ League did not have the money to print more than an occasional 
leaflet or handbill. Unable to match the flamboyant displays of some of New 
York’s more affluent suffrage organizations, the working-class suffrage move- ^ 
ment won new adherents largely on the strength of its talented speakers. Too 
poor to rent meeting halls, the group capitalized on the crowded street corners 
of New York neighborhoods and relied on relatively small outdoor meetings 
as its primary organizing tool. Immigrants were comfortable with street meet
ings; they provided free entertainment as well as information, and they were 
much more conducive to audience participation than formal theater settings.

During 1911 and 1912, Clara Lemlich, Leonora O’Reilly, and MoUie 
Schepps spoke regularly outside factories as shifts were changing. At night 
they went into workers’ neighborhoods, where their words would reach 
housewives coming home from their shopping. O’Reilly, who Newman said 
“sounded as though she had tears in her voice,” and Lemlich, whose Yiddish 
was described by one reporter as “eloquent even to American ears,” knew how 
to get even harried mothers to stop and listen. They told wrenching stories 
about the misfortunes and humiliations of poor women and painted dazzling 
visions of the change that would be possible if those same women were given 
the vote.“

As prosuffrage enthusiasm built among working women, the leaders of the 
Wage Earners’ League began to feel that they had enough support to pull off a 
mass meeting. With funding from the Collegiate Equal Suffrage League, an
other group of middle-class allies. Wage Earners’ League officers planned a 
rally to protest the New York State legislature’s failure to pass a resolution 
endorsing women’s suffrage. The rally was structured in an interesting way. 
Rather than giving a series of random speeches, O’Reilly, Lemlich, Schneider
man, and several other working-class speakers would each take on an argu
ment made by one of the state senators who had spoken against suffrage.

The handbill promised an entertaining evening as the league’s best speakers 
answered the “sentimentality of New York Senators” with the “common 
sense of working women.” Setting the tone for the event, the leaflet sought to 
generate anger and excitement: “They forgot all about the 400,000 working
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women in New York City. They forgot the 800,000 working women in New 
York State. Come just to show the gentlemen we have arrived.”^^

Wage Earners’ League supporters leafleted the factory districts in the weeks 
preceding the event. The result was an overflow crowd, composed almost 
entirely of working women. On the night of April 22, 1912, Cooper Unions 
Great Hall of the People—where, two and a half years earlier, the waistmakers 
had begun their uprising—was once again fiUed with thousands of cheering 
women. The speakers were witty, sarcastic, and impassioned. Though they 
focused on different issues, each speaker ultimately returned to the theme that 
was at the heart of every working-class argument for suffrage: women’s need 
for independence. The working woman could not and should not, they ar
gued, depend on anyone else to protect her. She had to watch out for herself, 
and the vote would enable her to do that.^®

That night, industrial feminists laid out the “commonsense” argument for 
suffrage in all its dimensions, while aggressively debunking antisuffrage views 
that were based on what they considered romantic nonsense about women. 
Several of the senators had waxed poetic about the need to protect women 
from the vote, saying it would dismrb marital harmony, suUy female moral 
purity, and rob women of their femininity. Speakers warned that such flowery 
notions disguised an ironclad trap used to keep working women powerless and 

voiceless.
Shirtwaist organizer MoUie Schepps, who had entered the public eye as a 

leader of the 1909 strike, challenged one senator’s claim that “there is nobody 
to whom I yield in respect and admiration and devotion to the sex.” Remind
ing the audience of the brutal treatment the striking waistmakers had received 
at the h^nrls of New York City police and judges, Schepps retorted, “This is 
the kind of respect, admiration and devotion we receive from our admirers ... 
when we fight for a better condition and a decent wage.”^® There are some, 
Schepps continued, who claim that if women’s salaries were made equal to 
men’s, women would be more likely to work outside the home, thus degrading 
the sanctity of marriage. “If long, miserable hours and starvation wages are the 
only means men can find to encourage marriage,” she observed dryly, “it is a 
very poor compliment to themselves.”'^'*

Clara Lemlich answered the legislator who claimed that “we want to relieve 
women of the burdens and responsibilities of life.” Not every woman worker 
has the option of being financially supported, Lemlich began. In New York 
City alone, she asserted, there were tens of thousands of single working 
women, divorced women, and widows with children. The senators don’t even 
pretend to care about their burdens, she declared. “Have men relieved women
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of their burdens and responsibilities? I don’t think so.” Terrible factory condi
tions degrade relations between men and women far more than women’s 
suffrage ever could, she argued, by forcing women into bad marriages: “Many 
a girl who has worked years at a machine trying to live decendy, at last sees the 
only way to get out of the factory is to think of marriage. Now how do you like 
such a marriage? She is ready to give herself to any man who will make the 
offer!” Even in good marriages, Lemlich insisted, few working-class women 
could be described as free of burdens or responsibilities. Indeed, many of 
them have to work in factories in addition to taking care of their homes. “I am 
sorry to say that there are thousands of working girls who are soon disap
pointed, because many girls, thousands of girls, right after they are married 
have to go back into the factory because their husbands are not making 
enough to keep them; out she goes to the factory to help carry the man’s 
burdens as well as her own. When she has children she has to be the mother to 
the children, the housekeeper if you please, and go to the factory as well.”'*' 

As for the senators’ concern about the potentially deleterious effect of 
suffrage on female purity, Lemlich observed archly that the low wages that 
force women into prostitution have a far worse effect on their morality:

There are two moralities, one for men and one for women. Have you 
noticed when a man comes across a fallen woman what he does to take the 
burden off her back? Does he claim that he is responsible or acknowledge at 
least that men are responsible? Does he help her? No, he takes advantage of 
her if possible. If she becomes a woman of the streets and is arrested, the 
judge fines her and the woman who has no other means of getting money 
has to go out and sell herself again in order to pay the court. That is man’s 
protection of unfortunate woman every time.

Men in power used this dual moral code to oppress working women both as 
a class and as a sex, Lemlich concluded. But working women were no longer 
willing to accept this: “Does this Senator, think that we ... do not know that 
every class that ever lived on another always told the slaves that it was good for 
them to be slaves?... It is too late. We are here Senators. We are 800,000 strong 
in New York State alone.” Using concerted protest and the vote, Lemlich said, 
working women could address economic injustice and cut through the cant 
about femininity that denied their experience and their dignity.'*^

Rose Schneiderman expanded Lemlich’s class-based attack on popular no
tions of femininity. Rising to her full height of 4^9”, her red hair glowing under 
the stage lights, Schneiderman lashed into the senator who had stated, “Get 
women into the arena of politics with its alliances and distressing contests—
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the delicacy is gone, the charm is gone, and you emasculize women. The 
pragmatic Schneiderman had no patience for such romanticized nonsense. 
She won cheers with an open question: “What does all this talk about becom
ing mannish sigmfy? I wonder if it will add to my height when I get the vote. I 
might work for it all the harder if it did. It is just too ridiculous, this talk of 
becoming less womanly, just as if a woman could be anything else except a 

woman.”
Schneiderman was not challenging the idea of difference. On the contrary, 

she believed in difference. She had always argued that union organizers in 
female-dominated trades needed to tailor their approach to women. She felt 
that women had distinct skills and values to contribute to the working-class 
movement and to American society at large. However, she disdained the 
coercive use of femininity, which required working women to be strong and 
sexless in the factory but helpless and modest outside it. It seems to me that 
the working woman ought to wake up to the truth of her situation; all this talk 
about women’s charm does not mean working women. Working women are 
expected to work and produce their kind so that they too may work until they 
die of some industrial disease.” The benefits upper-class women derive from 
adhering to standards of femininity, Schneiderman said bluntly, will never 
accrue to the working woman. Working women needed to define their own 
hard-headed notions of femininity, she told her audience, because they could 
not afford to indulge in romantic fantasies that were intended to enslave them.

Senators and legislators are not blind to the horrible conditions around 
them.... It does not speak well for the intelligence of our Senators to come 
out with statements about women losing their charm and attractiveness... 
[when] women in the laundries... stand thirteen hours or fourteen hours in 
terrible steam and heat with their hands in hot starch. Surely . . . women 
won’t lose any more of their beauty and charm by putting a ballot in a ballot 
box once a year than they are likely to lose standing in foundries or laundries 

all year round.'^^

The speeches made by Lemlich, Schneiderman, Schepps, and others re
flected a maturation and expansion of industrial feminism as a political philos
ophy. The speakers demanded access to political power and offered a uniquely 
working-class critique of prevailing proscriptions on feminine behavior. To 
them the vote was a symbol of what Schneiderman called working women’s 
“right to citizenship.” In dissecting the arguments of those who wished to 
prevent them from voting, they offered a keen analysis of the intersections of 
class and gender and of the ways that both were manipulated to abridge their 

rights as citizens.
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Ironically, at its moment of greatest visibility, the Wage Earners’ League 
disappeared. There is no further record of its existence. Soon after the Cooper 
Union meeting. Rose Schneiderman left on a paid speaking tour for another 
suffrage organization. Three months after the meeting, Mary Beard fired Clara 
Lemlich, and there is no indication that she looked for a replacement. Other 
funding for the group may have evaporated due to the lack of a full-time 
organizer. Whatever the cause of its demise, the Wage Earners’ League seems 
to have sunk without a trace, its former leaders branching out to work for 
other suffrage organizations.

During the summer of 1912, nawsa president Anna Howard Shaw hired 
Rose Schneiderman to tour Ohio’s industrial cities and build support among 
working men for a statewide suffrage referendum. Perhaps, Newman wrote to 
Schneiderman, “the ‘culmred ladies’... are beginning to see the necessity of 
having a working girl tour a State rather than some Professor.”'^'^ Schneider
man spoke to workers in union halls, on street corners, and in theaters from 
Toledo to Youngstown. “My argument to them,” she later recalled, “was that if 
their wives and daughters were enfranchised, labor would be able to influence 
legislation enormously.” The Ohio suffrage movement had never seen any
thing quite like her. A local suffragist described Schneiderman’s electric effect 
on crowds. “We have had splendid speakers here before, but not one who 
impressed the people as she did. Strong men sat with tears rolling down their 
faces. Her pathos and earnesmess held the audiences spellbound.”'*^

They may have cried, but they didn’t give her their votes. The 1912 Ohio 
referendum was soundly defeated, at least in part because it did not win a labor 
vote. Schneiderman was demoralized. “When my leave was over,” she wrote, 
“I was not sorry to go back to the [Women’s Trade Union] League and the 
White Goods Workers. I had had a very interesting time and had met some 
wonderful women, but propagandizing is a lonely job, especially for women.” 
It was an irony of the referendum movement, and of the woman suffrage 
movement generally, that no matter how successful women organizers were at 
raising consciousness among women, they would win the ballot only if men 
voted for it. Schneiderman returned to New York, where she, Newman, and 
O’Reilly began to lay the groundwork for a new alliance between working 
women and mainstream suffragists.'*®

A 1914 article by Leonora O’Reilly suggests the distance that the debate 
over cross-class cooperation in the suffrage movement had come in five years. 
Writing in the New York Call, where Socialist women had battled so furiously in 
1909 over the question of cooperating with “bourgeois suffragists,” O’Reilly 
laid out a vision of working-class suffragism that clearly reflected a cross
fertilization of middle-class reform ideology and trade unionism:
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Abolition of Child Labor 
Abolition of the White Slave Trade 
Construction of Schools Instead of Armories 
Public Playgroimds and Recreation Centers 
Abolition of War
The Full Fruit of their Labor for those Who Labor.

The child of this hybrid philosophy was the Industrial Section of the New 
York Woman Suffrage Party (wsp); this division of the party was founded in 
1914 by Schneiderman, O’Reilly, and Pauline Newman.

Unlike the Wage Earners’ League, this new group was to be an official arm 
of the WSP. The relationship meant that all bills would be paid, but it also 
meant tighter control of political expression. Hoping to prevent the sort of 
battles that had gotten Clara Lemlich fired by Mary Beard, the founders of the 
Industrial Section sent Pauline Newman to remind wsp president Carrie 
Chapman Catt that all three of them were Socialists. According to Newman, 
Catt was unfa2ed. “In a way,” she said quietly, “we all are.” Catt’s sympathetic 
reply notwithstanding, few of the major figures in New York’s suffrage move
ment were comfortable with the trio’s politics. Relations between the Indus
trial Section leaders and the founding mothers of the wsp were almost always 
strained."*®

That same year, disputes over class, ethnicity, and politics were also shaking 
the New York WTUL. In 1914, native-born hat trimmer Melinda Scott defeated 
Rose Schneiderman in a campaign for the presidency of the New York group. 
Schneiderman’s effectiveness as a suffrage speaker was cited by some upper- 
class League members as a reason not to vote for her. They insisted that she 
was too badly needed in the suffrage movement to be spared for the job of 
League president. Pauline Newman believed that those claims disguised the 
real objections to Schneiderman: her Judaism and her Socialist politics."*^ 

Leonora O’Reilly agreed with Newman. The older Irish activist had never 
found cooperation with upper-class women smooth or easy. When Mary 
Beard fired Clara Lemlich two years earlier, O’Reilly had said nothing. Now, 
furious at the way suffragists in the League were treating Schneiderman, 
O’Reilly resigned from the Industrial Section. “Paul,” she wrote Newman, “I
had my shock... and I am through__ I feel that we ought not to give our time
and our brains unless we have our say.”“

In December 1914, Schneiderman resigned once more from the wtul. This 
time the League’s executive board decided to let her go. Registering disap
proval of the Socialist content of her speeches, the board concluded, “If as VP 
she felt it important to speak on subjects the League does not stand for . . .
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there was no other way open than to accept the resignation.” Schneiderman 
left the League and was soon hired by the ilgwu to fiU Newman’s old job as 

general organizer.^*
But before hitting the road for the union, Schneiderman accepted one more 

assignment for the suffrage movement. In December 1914, she represented 
working women at a suffragists’ meeting with President Woodrow Wilson at 
the White House. There is no record of what the other women said to Wilson 
that day, but Schneiderman was typicaUy blunt. To illustrate the urgency of 
women workers’ situation, Schneiderman compared the ravages of factory 
labor to the butchery then taking place on the World War I battlefields. There 
IS “an industrial war going on,” she told the president. “The horrors in 
Belgium are more spectacular than they are here, perhaps,” but only in terms 
of degree.

To illustrate her point, Schneiderman described the Triangle fire, still fresh 
in her mind. She cited the statistics on numerous industrial accidents during 
the previous two years and vividly described recent bloody labor/manage
ment confrontations in which workers in Lawrence, Massachusetts, Ludlow, 
Colorado, and New York City had been starved, beaten, and killed. Simply to 

ensure their own safety, she concluded, “working women need to vote.” 
Wilson does not seem to have been moved; it took him over two more years to 
throw his support behind women’s suffrage.^

While Schneiderman switched allegiances, Newman, as was her wont, kept 
one foot on each side of the line between Socialists and bourgeois suffragists. 
Though she was a founding member of the Industrial Section, she warned 
SociaHst Party leaders not to “leave this thing to the Suffrage Association.” 
Perhaps bored by staying in one place, Newman embarked on a barnstorming 
tour through upstate New York, speaking to Socialist audiences about suffrage 
and reporting her progress regularly in the New York Call. Introducing herself 
as speaking both for the SociaHst Party Women’s Committee and for the 
WTUL, Newman repeatedly stressed one of the central themes of the wage 
earners’ suffrage movement: the link between poHtical and economic power. 
‘Woman suffrage should not be regarded as an end in itself. It is only a means 

to an end.... At this time when she is first beginning to wake up to the fact that 
she is an industrial factor in society, and is, as a consequence, taking her place 
in the labor movement, when she is beginning to realize her economic power, 
she will... use the ballot to back up that economic power... [and] slowly but 
surely achieve the end—economic freedom.”^

Simultaneously, Newman’s old parmer in Socialist suffrage work, Theresa 
Malkiel, launched the Socialist Party’s first full-scale campaign in New York 
City. There Malkiel organized three hundred Socialist women, who distributed
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12 5,000 prosufFrage leaflets to East European Jews, Italians, and Poles. This 
focus on immigrant communities was geared to bring new women into the 
party. Besides, urban immigrant votes were considered essential to passing a 
suffrage referendum in New York State, as native-born men in rural districts 
were expected to vote heavily against it.^'*

Six months before the November 1915 New York suffrage referendum, the 
WTUL began an all-out campaign to win labor votes in New York. They also 
targeted New Jersey, Massachusetts, and Pennsylvania, where similar refer
enda were coming up. Maggie Hinchey and Melinda Scott toured the industrial 
cities of New Jersey, speaking on street corners, at factory gates, and in union 
halls. Leonora O’Reilly wrote personally to every major labor leader in New 
Jersey, explaining why woman suffrage was good for the trade union move
ment. Clara Lemlich crisscrossed New York City, leading street meetings 
in Jewish immigrant neighborhoods across Manhattan, Brooklyn, and the 
Bronx. Finally, Schneiderman, who was then on the road for the ilgwu, used 
her position as general organizer to speak with union men in Massachusetts 
and Pennsylvania.^^

To their dismay, male voters rejected woman suffrage in all four states. 
Despite the intensive campaigning by Clara Lemlich and others, only two of 
New York City’s districts had approved suffrage; one was the Lower East Side, 
where the editorials of the strongly prosuffrage Jewish Daily Forward probably 
were more important in getting out the vote than were wtul organizers. The 
vote went as expected in upstate farm districts, and the referendum was 
soundly defeated. The negative vote left Rose Schneiderman angry and disap
pointed with union men, who clearly had not turned out to vote for woman 
suffrage.^'^

Her disillusionment was deepened by her three-year stint as general orga
nizer for the ILGWU. At every turn, she told Newman, the union sabotaged her 
best efforts. In 1916, she informed ilgwu president Benjamin Schlesinger that 
she had completed preparations for a general strike of Boston waistmakers 
that she believed was winnable. “I worked for months,” Schneiderman wrote 
later, “holding shop meetings after work, then visiting women in their homes 
at night.” Three days before the strike was supposed to begin, Schlesinger 
assigned a male organizer to lead it. Schneiderman was furious and sent in her 
resignation. She wrote Newman, “They have got to be taught... that a woman 
is no rag, and I propose to do it. Think of doing aU that worrying and planning 
and when the task is almost done to send a man in and give him the credit for 
building the thing up. . . . You know Paul... to take the thing out of one’s 
hands after aU the hardship and heartache is more than I can stand.”

Schlesinger did not accept Schneiderman’s resignation, but she knew she
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could not continue working for the ilgwu. Accustomed to the closeness of 
her New York community, she was far less able than Newman had been to 
tolerate the loneliness of being a woman in a man’s world. At the end of 1916, 
when Leonora O’Reilly decided to step down as chair of the Industrial Section 
to work on behalf of the Irish Revolution, she offered her old friend the post. 
Schneiderman jumped at the chance to come home.^^

As chair of the Industrial Section, Schneiderman swallowed her bitterness 
over the previous election and pulled out the stops in an attempt to win labor 
votes for woman suffrage in 1917. She spoke to union men in New York City 
and upstate, visited union halls, and held spontaneous street meetings in 
working-class neighborhoods. As O’Reilly had, Schneiderman argued that 
political disfranchisement made umon women weaker negotiators, thus hurt
ing the unions. This time Schneiderman got help from the highest-ranking 
woman official in the labor movement, ilgwu vice president Fannia M. Cohn.

In the months leading up to the referendum, Cohn published a series of 
articles in union publications arguing that men who opposed woman suffrage 
hurt the labor movement. “Our brothers on election day will pronounce
judgement on their sisters with whom they work side by side__ If you make a
difference between women and men politically, employers too make a differ
ence between them on the economic field----- But who benefits from this
difference being made between men and women—the employers or the work
ers? ... Workingmen refusing to give working women equal political rights are 
in league with the employers against their sisters.”^®

Like other working-class suffragists, Cohn reminded working men that the 
interests of their class extended beyond the shop floor or the union hall. Just as 
upper-class women appealed to the men of their class in terms of class interest, 
so did a relentlessly class-conscious Cohn. “Giving the wives and daughters of 
the workers the vote,” she wrote, “means giving them the weapon with which 
they will sooner or later help them to overthrow the present unjust system.”^’ 

Assuming that some part of their resistance to women’s suffrage must stem 
from ignorance, Schneiderman and the wtul created a “Suffrage Correspon
dence Course” to educate male trade unionists about the working women of 
New York State. The lessons all ended with reviews explaining why they 
needed the franchise. Lesson 8, for example, noted that in 1910, “of the 
3 >29'‘>714 women in New York State over fifteen years of age . . . only 
L793>588 were married, and 1,498,156 were unmarried or widowed. A large 
part of these have to work in order to Hve and many of them have children or 
fathers and mothers or sisters and brothers to support.” These women, the 
lesson concluded, required the vote to look after not only their own interests 
but also those of dependent family members.®®
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Schneiderman followed up on the correspondence course by sending per
sonal letters to the leaders of every union in the state, detailing the conditions 
of women in their industry. This letter went out to officers of the restaurant 
workers’ union: “There are fifteen thousand restaurant workers in this State 
without any protection whatsoever. They are waitresses, cooks, kitchen girls 
and pantry hands. They work any number of hours for small wages and 
commonly seven days a week, which means 84 hours a week. Women have 
been known to work 122 hours a week. . . . Give the women working in 
restaurants the vote in order that when they appear before legislative bodies 
they will be listened to with respect and have their just demands recognized.”*^*

After the 1915 debacle, working-class suffragists were unsure, right up to 
election day, of how labor men would vote. The night before the 1917 election, 
Schneiderman and her fellow organizers “distributed what seemed... millions 
of circulars at Brooklyn Bridge and other places to people going home from 
work.” Pardy because of the intensive campaign among industrial workers, 
partly because of the nationwide momentum that had converted President 
Wilson to the cause, the men of New York State this time voted to extend 
suffrage to women.“

To attract the votes of newly enfranchised women, several state parties 
nominated women candidates for public office the following year. Pauline 
Newman was one of these candidates. Ten years after her first campaign, the 
Socialist Party nominated Newman for Congress. She headed a 1918 Socialist 
Party ticket that included male candidates for the New York State senate and 
assembly. Though she lost, Newman ran well ahead of her ticket and was 
pleased with the turnout. She would periodically run for office again; ten years 
later, she even joined the race for county sheriff.^^

Schneiderman was excited about tapping the power of working women’s 
votes toward a slightly different end: to defeat the most intransigent oppo
nents of legislation protecting women workers. In 1918, she led campaigns to 
challenge several New York State legislators who had been particularly hostile 
to bills regulating wages, hours, and working conditions. The tiny woman with 
the big voice toured New York City neighborhoods, making speeches from 
the back of a horse-drawn truck as it moved slowly down the streets of each 
legislator’s district. On each side of the truck hung hand-painted banners 
denouncing particular incumbents.^'*

One such banner read, “Working women ask you to defeat Albert Ottinger 
[a Republican state senator]. He voted against giving working women in 
industry a wage that would give them a chance to live in decency and health.” 
Ottinger and three other targeted state legislators were defeated; two were 
replaced by women who strongly supported social welfare legislation.^^
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The following year, recogmzing Schneiderman’s fifteen-year role in gal
vanizing the New York labor movement, the newly formed New York State 
Labor Party nominated her to run for the US. Senate. The Labor Party, created 
at the 1919 convention of the New York State Federation of Labor, also ran 
attorney Dudley Malone for governor. Mthough Schneiderman never ex
pected to win, her candidacy was taken seriously by the mainstream press. The 
New York Times reported the nomination on page 2, under the headline 
“Woman for Senator is named by Labor.”****

Unfortunately for Schneiderman and the Labor Party, divisions over gen
der, ethnicity, and politics within the labor movement badly hurt the cam- 
paign. Schneiderman later found that campaign donations by women who 
specifically wished to support her were channeled secretly into Malone’s cam- 
paign by Labor Party officials. As for Malone, his campaign ran aground when 
a strong movement led primarily by Irish Catholics in New York City’s largest 
labor body the Central Labor Unions Council—resulted in the council’s 
rescinding its endorsement of Malone in favor of Lower East Side favorite 
Alfred E. Smith, the state’s former and future governor.®**

Nevertheless, the 1920 Senate campaign marked the start of a new phase in 
Rose Schneiderman’s career. No longer just a daughter of the Lower East Side, 
she had become a credible political leader who felt comfortable speaking to 
the president of the United States and who was conversant on international as 
well as domestic issues. Indeed, internationalist goals were becoming in- » 
creasingly important to Schneiderman. Since attending the Paris Peace Con
ference the previous year—where she and former shoemaker Mary Anderson 
were the only women trade union delegates—Schneiderman had become 
interested in forging bonds with European women workers.

At Versailles she had met and befriended Labor Party leader Margaret 
Bondfield, who would later become England’s first woman Minister of Labor. 
Excited by their new friendship, the two women laid plans for an international 
conference of working women, which was held in Washington, DC., in No
vember 1919. It was the first in a series of such conferences and the beginning 
of a new era in working women’s politics, when industrial feminists from both 
sides of the Atlantic would meet regularly to discuss shared goals.®*

The domestic goals of Schneiderman’s campaign for Senate are also worth 
noting, for they indicate the extent to which industrial feminism had matured. 
The platform on which Schneiderman ran was a broad one, emphasizing the 
relationship between economic and political power, between the home and 
the workplace. She and other Labor Party candidates proposed a host of 
government initiatives to cut the cost of living and enhance the quality of life 
for workers. Her platform called for publicly owned farmers’ markets and milk
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distribution stations; municipal sales of coal, bread, ice, and milk; creation of a 
public utility to construct nonprofit housing; and state insurance protection 
for those facing unemployment, illness, and old age. And in a stance unusual 
for the labor movement of that era, her platform also called for equal eco
nomic, political, and legal rights regardless of race, color, or creed.^^

It was an ambitious plan of action for a woman who had never gotten 
beyond the eighth grade, and it reflected the extent to which she had both 
shaped and been influenced by a broad Progressive vision of reform. But the 
very breadth of this platform highlighted growing divisions between former 
allies in the suffrage movement that would burst into open warfare after the 
Susan B. Anthony Amendment granted U.S. women the vote.

When militant suffragist Alice Paul formed the National Woman’s Party in 
* 1920, she set as her major goal an Equal Rights Amendment to the federal 

constitution. Paul was unresponsive to working-class organizers’ arguments 
that such an amendment might nullify legislation protecting women workers. 
She was equally uninterested in requests by African American feminists that 
the suffrage battle be continued until southern blacks—men and women— 
could safely and easily exercise their right to vote. Paul had decided that sex 
discrimination would be the sole focus of the nwp. Attempting to deal with 
issues of class and race, she said, would dilute the party’s strength as an 
advocate for gender equality. This felt like a betrayal to many black and 
working-class suffragists, for it left all but white women of the middle and 
upper classes out in the cold.^°

Industrial feminists were moving in the opposite direction. As the nwp 

narrowed its political focus, Schneiderman and other working-class leaders 
were broadening theirs. After a decade of mostly sidestepping the issue of race, 
Schneiderman and Cohn now began to address it seriously. In the 1920 
campaign, Schneiderman and other Labor Party candidates called for a federal 
antilynching bill and full civil rights for African Americans. During the next 
two decades, Schneiderman and Cohn would help to found the first interracial 
trade union committee to fight for full inclusion of African Americans in the 
labor movement. Toward this end, they would form coalitions with black 
labor leaders like A. Philip Randolph and would lead the way among white 
trade unionists in trying to organize black women workers.^*

After 1920, a wide range of issues would divide former allies in the suffrage 
movement. While woman suffrage was still a distant goal, it had been possible 
for women of different races, classes, and political views to unite temporarily. 
But once suffrage was won, disagreements over policy and direction quickly 

%> emerged. These divisions did not faU only along lines of class or racial differ
ence; white working-class feminists divided bitterly.
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A few, like Josephine Casey and Maggie Hinchey, would fight for an Equal 
Rights Amendment, thus placing themselves in open conflict with their for
mer industrial feminist colleagues. Others joined opposing camps in the inter
necine battle between Socialist and Communist trade unionists. Cohn, New
man, and Schneiderman continued working within the union and political 
party system, although they would not always work together or on the same 
goals. But Clara Lemlich, who sought more sweeping and radical social 
change, shifted her allegiance to a new organization: the Communist Party 
USA. These women’s divergent choices created lasting enmities that made it 
more difficult for them to combat the intense political backlash of the early 

1920s.
Despite this backlash, industrial feminism would by no means become 

moribund in the years after 1920—quite the opposite. The period between the 
wars would see working-class women’s ideas more fully integrated than ever *• 
before into the mainstream of progressive U.S. politics. Rose Schneiderman, 
Pauline Newman, Fannia Cohn, and Clara Lemlich would play a large part in 
that development. Over the next quarter century they and their middle-class 
allies would frame and lobby for labor laws that became the underpinnings of 
the New Deal welfare state. They would also contribute to the creation of new 
government agencies, worker s schools, and women’s neighborhood councils 
and unions that would instimtionalize key pieces of the industrial feminist 
vision and leave a permanent imprint on U.S. society and politics.
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By 1920 Rose Schneiderman, Pauline Newman, Fannia Cohn, and Clara Lem- 
lich (now Clara Lemlich Shavelson) were no longer idealistic young factory 
workers dreaming of a brighter future. Schneiderman was thirty-eight years 
old, Cohn was thirty-five, Lemlich was thirty-four, and Newman was thirty. All 
of them were feeling a litde frayed at the edges from a decade of full-time 
organizing. They had reached that stage of life when most people begin to 
crave permanence and some measure of security. After years of organizing, 
public speaking, negotiating, and formulating political strategy, the four 
women now sought ways to stabilize their personal and professional lives.

All four yearned for love and emotional support; nevertheless, they were 
consumed by their political careers and had no desire to give up political 
activism. They enjoyed the heat of battle far too much to do that. Finding that 
they had no choice but to politicize their desires, they constructed support 
networks that met both their emotional and strategic needs. Like many women 
trying to balance the personal and professional, they turned for intimacy to 
people who shared their work and their political goals. This was partly because 
all four were dyed-in-the-wool activists for whom personal and political fulfill
ment were intertwined. But forming alternative communities was also a way of 
finding loved ones who would not pressure them to act like “normal” women 
and devote themselves exclusively to home and hearth. Thus, choices of the 
heart interacted with and shaped the political trajectory of each woman’s life.

As president of both the national wtul and its New York branch during the 
1920s and 1930s, Schneiderman immersed herself in a cross-class world of 
women. Newman made a somewhat different choice: as health education 
director for the ilgwu and vice president of the New York and national 
Leagues, she performed an emotional and political balancing act between the 
male-dominated union and the women’s community of the wtul. Cohn used 
her position as secretary of the ilgwu Education Department to establish 
contacts and build friendships with middle-class educators. Shavelson mar
ried, bore three children, and moved to a working-class enclave on the far edge 
of Brooklyn, where she immediately began trying to radicalize her neighbors.

Both Schneiderman and Newman would continue to organize women 
workers on a grassroots level throughout this period, but it was no longer their 
primary political activity. During the 1920s and 1930s they would become ever 
more deeply involved in lobbying for and framing legislation; they spent as 
much time working for government agencies as they did organizing trade 
unions. Government work gave them far greater power than they had been 
able to achieve through many years of organizing. But it also limited their 
independence; for as newly “respectable” administrators, they came to fear 
association with radical movements.
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Fannia Cohn was uncomfortable with the choices Newman and Schneider- 
man made. Though she would work with them and with the wtul on various 
projects between 1920 and 1945, she distrusted the idea of a cross-class 
women’s movement. She did not share their reform visions or put great store 
in legislative strategies for change. Emotionally she needed the badge of 
working-class militancy that affiliation with a labor union gave her. So she 
smck with the ilgwu through lean and fat times, through anti-Communist 
purges and her own marginalization. From shortly after her election as union 
vice president in 1916 until the end of her career, Cohn would devote herself to 
building a nationwide system of trade union-sponsored schools for workers.

By the 1920s and 1930s Cohn would come to be lauded for her educational 
work by some of the leading educators in the nation. But by eschewing cross
class women’s groups, Cohn was left without a female support network. While 
she found love and a measure of intimacy from others dedicated to the cause 
of worker education, she did not establish herself in a primary relationship 
with either a man or a woman. That state of being single, or of being “married 
to the union,” as her colleagues Uked to say, left her open to whispers and cruel 

jokes by male colleagues.
Clara Lemlich, who married printer Joe Shavelson in 1913, was largely cut 

off from the other three in the years between the two World Wars. She lived 
with her husband and three children in a working-class family neighborhood 
at the outer edge of Brooklyn. But it was not marriage, family Ufe, or geogra
phy that separated Shavelson from her old industrial feminist allies; it was the 
unshakeable aUegiance she formed to the Communist Party during the early 
1920s. Shavelson’s activism in the Party made Schneiderman, Newman, and 
Cohn distrust her as they distrusted all cp organizers, whom they blamed for 
the divisive battles that nearly destroyed the labor movement during the 1920s.

Despite these differences, the four continued to share an important credo 
of industrial feminism: the belief that a reciprocal relationship existed between 
the working-class mother in her home and the wage earner in the shops. So 
even as they maintained their distance from the Communist Party, they 
strongly supported the idea of organizing the wives and mothers of union men 
into tenant and consumer councils. After an arm’s-length rapprochement 
between Communists and Socialists in the mid-1930s, the four would even 
find themselves working on the same side again—trying to channel the house
wife militancy they had seen in their youth into permanent unions of working- 
class wives and mothers. In this endeavor Clara Lemlich Shavelson outshone 
all others. A maverick in the cp, as she had been in the union and in the suffrage 
movement, she had a talent for debate and street-corner oratory that remained 

red-hot into her sixties.

II8 THE ACTIVISTS IN THEIR PRIME

As a married woman and a mother who left the workplace to raise her 
family, Clara Lemlich Shavelson more than any of the others would enjoy the 
comforts of social acceptance. But Shavelson’s choices created their own 
problems. As an industrial feminist whose views of gender were shaped during 
a period of young women’s strikes and nationwide suffrage activism, Shavel
son found herself more than a little ambivalent about accepting the traditional 
roles imposed by marriage and motherhood. Refusing to choose between 
marriage and politics, Shavelson instead tried to build a movement that politi
cized the social position of wife and mother. That created tensions in her 
home. Her husband and children were proud and supportive, but it was not 
easy either to have or to be an activist mother.

In the years between the attainment of woman suffrage and the end of the 
Second World War—against a political climate that swung pendulumHke from 
the conservative backlash of the 1920s through the militant utopianism of the 
1930s to the patriotic fervor of the 1940s—the four activists and their allies 
labored to institutionalize many of the industrial feminist goals first articulated 
in their young years on the shop floor. They were instrumental in the creation 
of new government agencies, the passage of labor laws, the development of 
worker education programs, and the organization of a nationwide network of 
women’s consumer and tenant councils. These institutions had a lasting im
pact on many facets of U.S. political culture. Still, little attention has been paid 
to working-class women’s part in building them. Tracing the careers of Schnei
derman, Newman, Cohn, and Lemlich in the years between the two World 
Wars can help us understand why. Throughout those years they were forced to 
navigate obstacles of class, gender, and ethnicity that obscured their contribu
tions even as they were making them. Though their ideas and actions were 
important to the development of industrial unionism, the welfare state, adult 
education, and tenant and consumer consciousness, these women never at
tained the recognition they deserved in their unions, in government, in educa
tion, or in the major political parties.

The four women responded to the challenges and obstacles they encoun
tered in very different ways. Their choices reflect the range of options experi
enced by activist working-class women prior to the Second World War; but 
they also highlight the lingering impact of the particular background that these 
four shared. Despite the different choices they made, despite bitter political 
and personal conflicts with each other, through their middle years Schneider
man, Newman, Cohn, and Lemlich continued working toward shared goals, 
the basic goals of industrial feminism: organizing working-class women into 
unions; legislating improved conditions; and offering education to women 
who had been denied it.
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When asked to explain their goals and their politics, all four liked to hark 
back to the formative experiences of their youths. Pauline Newman captured 
that feeling of nostalgia and inspiration in her reading of a verse by Louis 
Untermeyer at a wtul birthday party for Rose Schneiderman:

Open my ears to music; let
Me thrill with Spring’s first flutes and drums;
But never let me dare forget 
The bitter baUad of the slums.

For Newman, Untermeyer’s poem was more than sentimental fluff. As she 
moved farther from the shop floor and the militancy of young adulthood, she 
began to measure herself and other activists against that standard: whether or 
not they had forgotten the “bitter ballad of the slums.”

By the 1920s, the four women had traveled far from the ghetto environs 
where they grew up. There was less time for stump speeches and grassroots 
organizing as they became caught up in the nitty-gritty work of institution 
building, political negotiation, and compromise. vMl four retained the fire of 
their early years, even as they evolved politically and culturally. It kept them 
going long after most others of their generation had given up their activism for 
more private pursxiits. But while it enabled them to accomplish a great deal, 
their drivenness took a toll on their relationships and on their ability to find 
peace of mind. That tension between personal and political issues strained and 
animated the four women’s middle years.
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KNOCKING AT 

THE WHITE 

HOUSE door: 

ROSE SCHNEIDER 

MAN,PAULINE 

NEWMAN, AND 

THE CAMPAIGN 

FOR LABOR 

LEGISLATION, 

1910-1945

Imagine me, Feigele Shapiro, 

sleeping in Lincoln’s hed! 

—a New York City 
dressmaker invited to 
stay at the White House

It.

CROSS-CLASS women’s FRIENDSHIPS AND THE 

CONTROVERSY OVER LEGISLATING CHANGE

By the end of World War I, Rose Schneiderman and 
Pauline Newman were feeling worn out by years of 
constant organizing. Neither woman wanted to 
abandon union work. But after an exhausting de
cade on the stump—traveling from city to city, at
tending late-night meetings, making speeches, 
teaching the fundamentals of trade unionism to new 
groups of young women workers, and battling lack 
of interest among male union leaders—they were 
drawn by the idea of lobbying for legislation. Union 
organizing could be excruciatingly slow. It often 
took years to make any progress. They knew that 
laws regulating work hours, wages, and safety condi
tions would improve the lives of many more women 
than would ever join unions; so they began to devote 
increasing amounts of time to the pursuit of legisla- ‘ 
tive change.

For Schneiderman and Newman, this shift in 
political perspective was reinforced by their per
sonal lives. By their mid-thirties it had become clear 
that the two were not going to marry. Instead they 
had become part of an unusually tight circle of 
women friends who shared their politics and their 
lives. Comprising working-class women, educated 
middle-class reformers, and one or two women of 
wealth, this network of friends would run the na
tional WTUL and its New York branch for the next 
three decades. Drawn together after the Triangle 
Shirtwaist Factory fire of 1911 by a shared interest in 
industrial reform, this cross-class circle emerged 
from the First World War well positioned to pro
mote their goal of transforming the state into an 
advocate for women workers.

Some of the women in this network had known 
each other since the early years of the century. The 
friendship between Newman and Schneiderman 
had deepened and solidified in the years since 1905,
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